Strictly English Spanking DVDs
SO14: CLASSIC & AMATEUR 2 DVD COMBO SPECIAL OFFER
Length: 204 minutes
THIS CONSISTS OF THE BRAND SPANKING NEW E88 AMATEUR SPANKING PLUS E89 BEST OF THE
BRITS CLASSICS VOLUME 4 - A FABULOUS COMBINATION OFFER GIVING YOU OVER 200 MINUTES OF
SPANKING CLIPS - SEE BELOW FOR THE FULL DESCRIPTION OF THESE 2 VIDEOS.
E89: BEST OF THE BRITS CLASSICS VOLUME 4

Length: 122 minutes

This volume features clips from seven classic Strictly English and Red Stripe videos, all digitally re-mastered from the
original camera tapes. The clips featured are from the following titles - 'Burning Ambition', starring Amanda &
Donna, 'Taming of the Tease', starring Kelly, 'Behind Closed Doors' starring Stephanie, 'Temperature Rising Higher'
starring Lucy Bailey and Tiffany Jones, 'Flirting with Danger' starring Sally and Suzi, 'Fax and Figures' starring
Amber and Tracy, and the complete 2nd half of 'Is This Dust I See' with both Isabella & Maria in a classic cane scene.
E88: AMATEUR SPANKINGS VOLUME 1

Length: 82 minutes

AMATEUR SPANKINGS VOLUME 1 features rare clips of 10 very naughty girls getting their lovely bare bottoms
soundly spanked. In alphabetical order Aleesha, Daisy, Leslie, Lolly, Lucy, Maria, Marie, Melanie, Riva & Suzi in
impromptu spanking situations. The improvised nature of these clips makes them not only fascinating to watch but
also far more real.
E87: Amelia Jane Rutherford Volume 12 - 'THIS IS SO EMBARRASSING!'

Length: 71 minutes

Amelia Jane is in trouble again. Her Uncle James comes home 2 days early from his vacation & runs into a young man
leaving the house as he arrives. When Amelia Jane denies all knowledge of who this stranger could have been her
uncle knows she has been up to something in his absence. This suspicion is re-enforced by the smell of cigarettes as he
knows Amelia Jane does not smoke. Unable to get the truth out of her he is left with only one option - to give her a
good hard spanking. He hauls her across his lap and commences her punishment. As usual Amelia Jane protests
loudly & to her Uncle's shock & surprise his administrations to Amelia's bottom are suddenly rudely interrupted by a
strange young lady entering the room who, seeing Amelia being spanked, threatens to call the police. Amelia Jane
now has no option but to confess that her friend, fellow student Aleesha, had been kicked out of her digs & so she had
invited her to move in. Aleesha foolishly confesses that the person Uncle James saw leaving the house was her
boyfriend who had stayed over. As Aleesha has nowhere to stay she is given an ultimatum, if she wants to stay she will
have to accept the same punishment & regime as Amelia Jane. Reluctantly she agrees. Amelia Jane's punishment is
then resumed & Aleesha can only sit & squirm, knowing that she is about to receive the same treatment. All too soon
she is taking Amelia Jane's place and having her own bottom soundly spanked, & a very pretty bottom it is too. They
are told that they will both receive the cane at bedtime, and so later that evening they are made to strip down to their
underwear and then take down their pants for 12 strokes each of the cane. Uncle James arranges summer jobs for the
girls with a friend of his, Gerry, who owns a pub. After only 4 days work they take a day off pretending to be sick.
When Gerry calls round to see how they are doing, Amelia's Uncle James tells him that as far as he knows they are
both fine & supposed to be at work. James & Gerry wait for the girls return to confront them. It's obvious that they are
not sick & to keep their jobs they submit to a double spanking with both girls spanked on their bare bottoms at the
same time & then swapped over for what is a very long spanking indeed. Then both girls get the cane. First Amelia
Jane has to touch her toes for 6 of the best from her Uncle, then their boss gives Aleesha six of the best while Amelia
Jane squirms in the corner nursing her sore bare bottom knowing it will be her turn again next. She gets another
cracking six strokes from her boss while its Aleesha turn to stand in the corner & squirm in anticipation. Aleesha gets
another six strokes from Amelia Jane's Uncle.
SO13: SPECIAL SPANKING CLIPS OFFER 2 DVD SET Length: 213 minutes
OVER 3 AND A HALF HOURS OF OUR 2 VERY LATEST SPANKING CLIP DVDS AT A SAVING OF $20 - E85
BEST OF THE BRITS VOLUME 3 DIGITAL REMASTERED CLIPS FROM THE ORIGINAL CAM TAPES PLUS
E86 THE SPANKING CHANNEL VOLUME 4 WITH NEW LINE UP OF PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED CLIPS.
SEE THE 2 DVDs BELOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS & PICTURES.
E86: THE STRICTLY ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL VOLUME 4

Length: 92 minutes

All previously unseen material and a mainly new line up of girls for this 4th volume, with the one exception of course
of Amelia Jane Rutherford who features in several of the clips getting both spanked and caned this time. Joining
Amleia Jane in the conclusion of the current story are Sarah & Yasmin. Sarah gets one hell of a spanking, an even
harder paddling and finally a very hard caning. Yasmin makes a welcome return, we have not seen her since 'Spanked
Secretaries 2 - Janet', and she not only gets a spanking from Sarah but also appears later in this edition in another
story along with Zena. In our archives spot is a lady who has NEVER been seen getting spanked before, Brigette,
bringing the total girls in this edition to 5, with Amelia Jane, Yasmin and Sarah getting multiple punishments. ALSO
SEE THE SPECIAL OFFER SO13 ABOVE COMBINING THIS DVD WITH BEST OF THE BRITS VOLUME 3 TO
GIVE YOU OVER 3 AND A HALF HOURS OF SPANKING AND CANING CLIPS.
E85: BEST OF THE BRITS CLASSIC RE-MASTERS VOLUME 3

Length: 121 minutes

This 3rd edition of Best of the Brits features over 2 hours of clips from 6 of the best Strictly English and Red Stripe
spanking videos all digitally re mastered to bring these classic videos to the screen in a quality never seen before. The
titles featured are 'Burning Ambition' Part 1, 'Temperature Rising' Part 2, 'Behind Closed Doors' Part 1, 'Good Girl,
Bad Girl' Part 1, 'Is This Dust I See?' Part 1, and 'Fax & Figures' Part 1. What you get is simply more girls & more
bare bottoms getting more spanking then ever. ALSO SEE THE SPECIAL OFFER ABOVE - SO13 COMBINING
THIS VIDEO WITH THE STRICTLY ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL VOLUME 4.
SO12:VERY SPECIAL EXTRA LONG 3 DVD CLIPS OFFER - E83 + E84

Length: 244 minutes

E83 BEST OF THE BRITS CLASSIC REMASTERS VOLUME 2 PLUS THE 2 DVD SET E84 'THE STRICTLY
ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL VOLUME 3' FEATURING ALL SPANKING BRAND NEW MATERIAL - A
TOTAL OF 3 DVDS WITH OVER 4 HOURS OF CLIPS FEATURING, MISS BROWN, AMELIA JANE
RUTHERFORD, EMMA BROWN, LUCY BAILEY, GILLIAN, MARIA, YVONNE, STEPHANIE, MICHELLE,
JOANNA, SUZANNE, TIFFANY JONES ALL HAVING THEIR GLORIOUS BARE BOTTOMS SPANKED AND
CANED FOR OUR DELIGHT. SEE E83 AND E 84 BELOW FOR FULL DESCRIPTION.
E84: THE STRICTLY ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL VOL.3

Length: 123 minutes

This edition kicks off with more of Amelia Jane Rutherford's most embarrassing spanking while visiting Sir Richard
with her Uncle James. Her uncle spanks her again for her cheek and then she is set to do housework with her knickers
down and her her punished red bare bottom on display. The next clip features Gillian as one of 4 naughty girls in the
headmasters detention having her knickers taken down for a well deserved bare bottom spanking for smoking. The
next clip takes us back to Amelia Jane at Sir Richard's house. Her Uncle gets an urgent call requiring him to go and
leave Amelia in the care of Sir Richard, who takes it upon himself to give her obedience training along with plenty of
spanking of course. In the next clip Amelia Jane is back again as one of the 3 teachers giving returning pupil Vanessa
some long overdue punishment. This time she gets spanked with the slipper, ruler, and tawse and then caned by both
the Gym Master and the Headmaster. Amelia Jane returns again for the next clip with Sir Richard dishing out more
obedience training and discipline. Next is the conclusion of 'Your not going out in that' which means that Suzanne
gets a very severe caning. Then Amelia Jane is back again being given more humiliating and embarrassing obedience
training and punishments by Sir Richard. In the final short clip Maria gets the cane again. There is also a 30 minute
companion DVD with out takes, alternate angles and other additional material that we did not have room for on the
main DVD. SEE SPECIAL OFFER SO12 ABOVE.
E83: BEST OF THE BRITS CLASSIC REMASTERS VOL 2.
This 2 hour volume features clips from 'Long arm of the Law', 'Not in front of her.', 'Temperature Rising', 'House Part
2' & 'Relative Temptations'. Featuring Miss Brown, Lucy Bailey (twice), Tiffany Jones, Michelle, Stephanie, Suzanne,
Yvonne, & Joanna - an outstanding line up of beautiful girls with glorious bare bottoms spanked & caned for our
delight in these classic clips all of which have been digitally re-mastered from the original camera tapes. SEE
SPECIAL OFFER SO12 ABOVE.
SO11: MASSIVE SPANKING CLIPS OFFER

Length: 217 minutes

This has to be our best special offer ever. Over three and a half hours of spanking clips on 2 DVDs. You get the all
new E81 Spanking Channel Volume 2 (see full details below) plus E82 Best of the Brits classic remasters. A veritable
feast of glorious bare bottoms spanked and caned.

E82: BEST OF THE BRITS VOLUME 1 Length: 121 minutes
OUR NEW 'BEST OF THE BRITS' SERIES IS A COMPILATION OF DIGITALLY REMASTERED CLASSIC
CLIPS FROM BOTH STRICTLY ENGLISH AND FROM THE VIDEOS WE SHOT FOR RED STRIPE. THESE
NEW DIGITAL EDITS ARE FROM THE ORIGINAL CAMERA TAPES AND INCLUDEs FOOTAGE NOT
PREVIOUSLY SEEN. Volume 1 features 2 hours of clips from the following titles : 'Report to Miss Parker' , 'Not In
Front Of Her', The House Part 1 'Victoria's Room', 'Relative Temptations' and 'Long Arm of the Law'.
E81: THE STRICTLY ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL VOL. 2 Length: 96 minutes
This edition kicks off with the latest Amelia Jane Rutherford story in which her Uncle James is forced, due to her
abusing his trust, to take her with him when he has to consult with his financial adviser, Sir Richard. In the first clip a
sound caning is applied before this visit. Next is a further episode of our spanking soap opera 'Spanking Life' featuring
more punishments for Maria. Next we have Amelia Jane back again, but this time as Student Teacher Amelia Jane,
helping the gym master deal with an ex pupil in 'Just what she deserves' Episode 2. Suzi Martell gets some more
severe punishment in a short clip and then we return again to Amelia Jane for a further clip from her new story. This
time she gets a good hard spanking, which much to her acute embarrassment, is carried out in front of Sir Richard.
Next is a new item entitled 'From the Archives' presenting previously unreleased footage from our archives which has
now been digitally re-mastered to release on DVD. The first in this series is entitled 'Detention Part 1' and features the
first of 4 young ladies about to receive due punishment in the detention room.
E80: THE STRICTLY ENGLISH SPANKING CHANNEL - VOL.1

Length: 84 minutes

This 1 hour and 24 minutes long programme is the first of a spanking brand new series featuring a glittering
assortment of beautiful female bottoms being soundly spanked & caned. Volume 1 kicks off with SPANKING LIFE,
an ongoing 'spanking soap opera'. In this episode Maria gets spanked and caned plus a cameo appearance from
Aleesha getting a spanking. Next the adorable Amelia Jane Rutherford gets a long hard spanking in a clip entitled
'ATTENTION SEEKING'. She tries a bit too hard to get her boyfriends attention and ends up getting more than she
bargained for. Stark naked except for a pair of navy knickers, her bottom is bared for a prolonged & exceptionally firm
spanking over his knee. 'YOUR NOT GOING OUT IN THAT' is a clip from our previously unreleased private
collectors videos showing Suzi getting spanked for wearing a skirt that was far too short. 'GETTING WHAT SHE
DESERVES' Part 1 features Amelia Jane Rutherford & Emma in the sequel to 'Amelia Jane Rutherford Student
Teacher' & shows what happened next when Emma returns to her old School to ask her old Headmaster for a
reference. Finally there is a short preview featuring the lovely Amelia Jane once more.
E79: DOUBLE TROUBLE - 2 MOVIES - 'A New Regime' & ' The Brazilian Heiress' Length: 83 minutes
2 movie length features in one. 'A New Regime' (featuring new girl Sadie in her first spanking video) & 'The Brazilian
Heiress'. In 'A New Regime' new girl Sadie is too lazy to find a job & pay her way & she earns herself a spanking to
wake her ideas up. The next day she finally goes for a job interview at last. She is offered the job but manages to
contrive to get fired on her very first day. This earns her another well-deserved spanking. Her jeans come down and
then her panties for a good hard smacking on her magnificent bare bouncy bum. As the story continues there are
further punishments leading up to the grand finale in which a remorseful Sadie sheepishly enters the lounge dressed in
just a shirt and panties & carrying a cane. We donâ€™t want to spoil the surprise ending but suffice to say Sadie gets
caned & it soon becomes apparent that her bottom is not used to being caned as livid red cane welts start to swell up
right across her ample bare bum cheeks. Stoically she takes 52 cane strokes, which leave a livid set of cane marks on
her highly spankable bottom. Equally as spankable is the supurb bottom of beautiful Brazilian Heiress, Angelica. In
'The Brazilian Heiress' Angelica must wait until her 30th birthday to inherit her millions. That's 6 long years away &
until then she is beholden to trustee & family accountant, Joe, who controls her trust fund. Joe is concerned about her
spending & has tried to schedule a meeting with her several times without success. As a last ditch measure he calls &
threatens to cancel all her credit cards if she fails to meet with him. She turns up 2 hours late for the meeting & Joe
has had enough of her bratty spoilt attitude. He decides its time to teach her a long overdue lesson. Angelica finds
herself hauled across his lap, skirt raised, panties dragged down, for the spanking of her life. He gives the struggling
23 year old heiress over 600 good hard spanks before he allows her up. Her struggles only result in her fabulous
breasts popping out of her flimsy dress to remain on view throughout her bare bottom punishment. Her boobs are only
outmatched by her magnificent bottom which swiftly turns a burning shade of red. Before she leaves, Joe schedules a
further meeting to discuss her finances. Angelica, is very late once again, so he wastes no time on her excuses, but just

hauls her over his lap for another even harder spanking. To teach her a proper lesson he has now acquired a wicked
paddle and a cane so next he makes her strip down to her pretty red satin underwear, black stockings and suspenders
and lie across his desk. He paddles her VERY HARD and she is soon lying on top of the desk with her legs spread in
some very revealing positions while he severely punishes her exquisite bottom. Finally he makes her touch her toes for
a good hard dose of the cane.
E78: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol 11 - SPECIAL EDITION 2 DVD SET Length: 101 minutes
THIS SPECIAL EDITION 2 DVD SET CONSISTS OF THE FULL 61 MINUTE MOVIE E77 'BE CAREFUL WHAT
YOU WISH FOR' (SEE DESCRIPTION BELOW) PLUS A 4O MINUTE SPECIAL COMPANION DVD OF
AMELIA JANES REACTIONS, COMMENTS & MARKS AS SHE CHANGES COSTUMES BETWEEN EACH
SCENE, INCLUDING HER REACTION TO THE UNSCRIPTED INCIDENT OF THE SLIPPER MAKING HER
ACTUALLY CRY. PLUS OUTAKES, ALTERNATE ANGLES, PART OF THE STILLS PHOTO SHOOT ETC,,,,,
E77: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol.11 'Be careful What You Wish For' Length: 61 minutes
This video starts with Amelia Jane dressed in her best party dress, stockings, suspenders and pretty white lace panties
for a fantasy scene in which she imagines how she would like to be spanked by the hunky Inspector Travis (from
Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol 5). Of course reality never quite matches ones fantasies, so when Inspector Travis does
actually invite Amelia Jane to come to his place things turn out rather differently. At the end of their previous
encounter (in Volume 5) Detective Inspector Travis had some unfinished business with Amelia Jane & she is due to
receive a further six of the best cane strokes, a fact she appears to have forgotten. Her memory is jogged however when
he shows her into his lounge & the first thing she sees is a wicked looking cane prominently displayed on the table.
Wasting no time with social chit chat he instructs her to lower her jeans & panties & bend over the table. As usual
Amelia Jane tries to wriggle out of it. She suggests a spanking instead. Inspector Travis is not about to let her off. He
knows from their previous encounter that she has a thing about being spanked by a policeman and that a spanking
might therefore be more of a reward for her than a punishment, and its a punishment that she is due. He does however
concede that there will be spanking later, but not until she has been caned first. Amelia Jane knows that Travis is a
very hard caner & the prospect of getting even just 6 strokes from him on her bare bottom is quite daunting. Bent over
the table she nervously awaits the first stroke. Travis prolongs her agony by patting the cane up and down her bottom
and upper thighs as he lines up his aim, making her think that he may be aiming for the crease where her long legs
meet her glorious bottom, a particularly sensitive spot. She waits in dread for the first stroke, which, thankfully, lands
squarely right across the middle of her bottom. He lays on 6 hard cane strokes. The last stroke is so hard that she says
naughty word, (something that she claims she never does). As good as his word he then takes her over his lap for a
good long hard bare bottom spanking. The spanking stops abruptly when he realizes its time for him to attend to other
business & without so much as a glass of wine Amelia Jane is unceremoniously dispatched home with a very sore
bottom & an even more battered ego at the lack of any romantic interest shown by Travis. In the next scene she has
once again been invited to his home, & once again her hopes of any romantic involvement are shattered when he
lectures her & tells her he intends to cure her of wasting police time & attention seeking from policemen. In particular
he is going to give her some aversion therapy that will ensure she will not wish to be spanked by a policeman again, in
fact he says intends to spank her so hard she will never want to be spanked again. The spanking is hard but he decides
he will have to resort to something harder than his hand & produces a very large leather soled slipper. This very
quickly seems to have the desired effect as it reduces Amelia Jane to real tears. Still drying her eyes from the slipper,
Amelia Jane tearfully tells Police Inspector Travis that he should make it up to her for making her cry. He tells her to
strip & Amelia willingly obliges thinking that she is going to get some romance at last. She is therefore mortified
when he reaches for the cane & tells her to bend over. She protests that she is already cured of any desire to be caned,
in fact she had never wanted to be caned at all, but he is adamant that considering she is far from cured & therefore
harsher measures are called for. He makes her bend over and then begins a caning that has her buckling at the knees.
She gets 13 strokes & each and every stroke is delivered with enthusiastic severity, as can be seen afterwards by the
livid weals imprinted on her bottom. Finally Travis decides that being spanked on her freshly caned bottom might just
make her think twice about what she wishes for. Despite Amelia Jane's yells, and gyrations we suspect that she
actually quite enjoyed the 2nd half of this spanking. The 1st half appeared to really make her cane marks hurt worse
but once she got used to the heat in her sore bottom she seemed to find it a turn-on, this girl just can't get enough it
seems. ALSO SEE E78 ABOVE FOR THE SPECIAL EDITION 2 DVD SET OF THIS MOVIE.
SO 10: PERFECT BOTTOMS MADE FOR LONG HARD SPANKINGS SPECIAL

Length: 132 minutes

In keeping with our desire to bring you the best of all special deals, we are offering our very latest release E76:

CONSEQUENCES FOR CATHERINE together with E55: SHE NEEDS A SHORT SHARP SHOCK for the bargain
price deal of just $34.95. These videos feature two of the very best girls, Catherine & Samantha, whose bottoms are
just made for spanking, & these 2 titles are simply a feast of multiple prolonged spanking punishments, plus of course
they both get the cane, & in Catherine's case she gets the cane twice!!!
E76: Consequences for Catherine

Length: 68 minutes

In this movie Catherine Corbett shows just why she is one of the most popular spanking models on both sides of the
Atlantic. The spankings in this movie are really quite exceptional. The movie starts with Catherine in the kitchen
reading the morning paper wearing just a shirt & white panties when she is rudely interrupted by her landlord. He
marches her to the lounge to show her a cigarette burn in the carpet, which she denies having made. He then launches
into a tirade about her helping herself to his cigarettes, being late with the rent & leaving the kitchen in a mess etc.
After a heated exchange he drags her over his knee, tugs down her white panties & starts to deliver one hell of a
spanking. No less than 1100 firm spanks soon have Catherine squirming & struggling, but he refuses to stop until her
bottom is glowing red. The spanking makes Catherine late for work for the 4th time in a week. When she tells her
boss why she is late, he does not believe her & insists on seeing the evidence. She has to show him her well-spanked
bottom & then has the temerity to ask him for a rise to help pay the back rent she owes. He tells her she does not
deserve a rise but what she does deserve is another spanking. He hauls her over his knee, raises her skirt & brings his
hand down firmly on her cute behind. Already very sore from her previous spanking, she feels this punishment much
more. She wriggles & bucks, getting into some very cute positions as she tries to evade the seemingly endless spanks
raining down on her poor bottom but all to no avail. She gets over 350 before he relents & lets her go with a warning
that the next time she is late, it wonâ€™t be just a spanking. When she gets home from work she is supposed to tidy
up the mess she made in the kitchen but instead she helps herself to a pack of her landlord's cigarettes. He is not
impressed by her request to borrow 20 cigarettes, knowing from past experience that she rarely if ever pays him back,
& so he tells her that she can pay for them in kind, one stroke of the cane on her bare bottom for each cigarette. Even
though her bottom is still very sore from her two spankings, she agrees & reluctantly bends over. He raises her skirt &
pulls down her cute pink panties to expose her bare well-spanked bottom. He then proceeds to give her 20 hard cane
strokes. Next we see her late for work yet again & Catherine is made to touch her toes and lift up her skirt for 22
strokes of the cane on her bare bottom. Finally there is a short selection of outtakes (including an extra cane stroke
which had Catherine swearing). SEE ALSO OUR SPECIAL OFFER SO 10 ABOVE - THIS NEW TITLE E76 PLUS
E55: SHE NEEDS A SHORT SHARP SHOCK FOR THE BARGAIN PRICE OF JUST $34.95 !!!!!
E75: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 10. 'SPANKED ALL DAY LONG' PLUS TWO COMPANION DVDs
Length: 176 minutes
See E74 below for full description of the feature length movie which comes with this 3 DVD set. When we came to
edit this movie we were spoilt for choice between the two camera angles, both angles giving us such excellent footage
that we found it hard to choose, so we decided that in addition to the edited movie we would make available all the
footage from both cameras for the main action scenes on 2 additional DVDs. These 2 companion DVDs comprise ALL
main action scenes UNCUT from each of the two cameras giving you uninterrupted viewing of all the action from both
camera angles. In addition there is a short section of outtakes including one alternate scene omitted from the main
movie.
E74: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 10. 'SPANKED ALL DAY LONG'

Length: 75 minutes

For our tenth Volume of Amelia Jane we wanted to produce something really special. This full length movie is packed
with superb action throughout & is available in two options. This is Option 1, the 75 minute movie. Option 2 above is
a 3 DVD set in which you get the movie PLUS 2 companion DVDs - see above for full details. The movie starts with
Amelia Jane having been seen out & about when she should have been attending University. When confronted about
this at breakfast the next day she tries to deny cutting classes so her Uncle decides to spank the truth out of her. He
gives her 280 good hard spanks on her bare bottom, turning it a brilliant shade of crimson. Although he is not satisfied
with her explanation he has to defer further punishment until the evening in order to go to work. Later that morning
Amelia Jane gets a visit from the Dean of student welfare, Dr Swales, who is concerned about her cutting classes,
failing grades and possible involvement in student protests with activists who have committed illegal acts. Amelia is
mortified to learn that her Uncle has given the Dean carte blanche authority to deal with her as he sees fit, so when she
denies any involvement the Dean decides to spank the truth out of her. Her bottom soon return to a bright shade of red.
He spanks her exceptionally hard, giving well over 200 punishing spanks. When his hand gets tired he steps up the
severity with one of Amelia’s gym slippers, giving her a blistering 3 dozen whacks, but she still refuses to admit the

truth so the Dean then takes his belt to her. He doubles his thick leather belt to add weight to the strokes and proceeds
to beat her with it. She gets about 50 with the belt plus some additional hand spanks for good measure, some of which
are to the back of her upper thighs, a particularly sensitive & tender place to spank, leaving clear hand prints on her
legs. He then makes her fetch her Uncle's cane. When she returns he sees that she has changed into a pair of jeans.
Ignoring her lie that her Uncle only canes her over her jeans, he makes her take them down. With her jeans down he
gives her some hard spanks on her panties but something does not feel quite right. Further investigation reveals that
she is now wearing no less than 4 pairs of panties. These are now taken down, earning her additional spanking prior
to her caning. When her uncle returns home in the late evening he hauls her over his lap, lifts her nightdress, pulls
down her white panties and proceeds to give her another long hard spanking of well over 300 spanks before giving her
a final bedtime 12 of the best with the cane. Her poor bottom is so sore that she has to cool it down in a bath of cold
water.
E73: 200 STROKES OF THE CANE

Length: 66 minutes

This video comprises ALL NEW MATERIAL featuring clips of Amelia Jane Rutherford, Aleesha, Maria, Catherine
Corbett, Emma, Sally, & Suzanne getting a total of 200 strokes of the cane. It kicks off with the first of 2 Amelia Jane
Rutherford clips in which she gets a ‘cold caning’, in other words she does not get spanked before she is caned. She
gets 12 good hard cane strokes leaving some of the best marks we have seen on poor Amelia Jane. Next Catherine
Corbett gets 20 for stealing a packet of 20 cigarettes. Then Emma gets 24, 12 from the Headmaster & 12 from the
Gym teacher, encouraged to do their worst by student teacher Amelia Jane. Maria then gets a punishing 48 strokes in
her best party dress & Sally gets 24 hard strokes for punishing her dance pupil. New girl Aleesha gets a sound
spanking from her boss followed by 6 of the best with the cane. Amelia Jane gets another hard dozen cane strokes for
telling fibs & for the grand finale Suzanne takes 57 of some of the hardest strokes weve ever seen.
E72: THE EXHIBITIONIST Length: 46 minutes
Samantha and her boyfriend Luiz enjoy going out clubbing and dancing, but when Sam has a few too many drinks she
likes to show off and can attract just a bit too much attention from other men for Luiz’s liking. When they arrive home
in the early hours, Samantha is still buzzing from all the attention she has been getting and seems unaware that Luiz
is fuming. Unaware that is until Luiz decides to show her how he feels and gives her a spanking. At first she thinks
it’s a game but she soon finds out that Luiz is very serious about her exhibitionist tendencies. In an effort to escape
further punishment, Sam points out that it is already getting light outside and that she has to be up in the morning for
work. Luiz tells her that she had better get up for work, or her punishment will be resumed when he gets home.
Predictably, in the morning Samantha has a hangover and fails to go to work. As Luiz leaves for his work he reminds
her of his promise to punish her when he gets home. With this thought in mind, Samantha makes a special effort to
make Luiz’s homecoming memorable. Luiz gets some very pleasant surprises when he comes home, but no amount of
preparation can prevent Sam getting just what she has been asking for - a damn good hiding, strapping, belting and
caning for a very naughty ‘show-off’ girl.
SO9: AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOLS. 1, 2, & 9 PLUS COMPANION DVD

Length: 240 minutes

A 4 HOUR 4 DVD set comprising all of Amelia Jane's encounters with Prof. Templeton. Amelia Jane Rutherford
Volumes 1,2 and 9 in full PLUS the 45 minute companion DVD of Amelia talking about herself & the shoot while she
changes between each scene, shows off her marks, gets saved from a spider, & talks about the cane & crying at the end
of the shoot, together with video footage of her doing stills for the shoot & an alternate angle of the whole cane and
crying sequence, plus outtakes.
E 71: AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOL 9 - Tears at Bedtime' PLUS COMPANION DVD
Length: 118 minutes
A 2 DVD set comprising the 73 minute E70 Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 9 ‘Tears at Bedtime’ (see desription below)
PLUS the 45 minute companion DVD of Amelia talking about herself & the shoot while she changes between each
scene, shows off her marks, gets saved from a spider, & talks about the cane & crying at the end of the shoot, together
with video footage of her doing stills for the shoot & an alternate angle of the whole cane and crying sequence, plus
outtakes.
E 70: AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOL 9 - Tears at Bedtime'

Length: 73 minutes

Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 9 ‘Tears at Bedtime’ To save herself from failing her grades, Amelia Jane has come to
spend the weekend with her tutor, Prof. Ernest Templeton. He was most impressed by her latest essay until he
discovered that it was available for download on-line from a cheaters essay web site. To make matters worse, Amelia
Jane lies through her teeth when challenged about it and only confesses when he finally produced the on-line evidence
that she had submitted somebody else's work. Now she has a whole weekend ahead of her of the Professors special
brand of tutoring, all of it seeming to involve corporal punishment. He tells her he intends to cane her severely at
bedtime but first he makes her write a new essay kneeling at the table with her skirt up and bottom stuck conveniently
out for him to encourage her efforts with frequent spanks. After a few good hard slaps she throws a tantrum and
throws the pen she has borrowed from him across the room. This display of temper earns her an immediate over the
knee spanking with her skirt up & white knickers down. When she finally finishes her essay Professor Templeton
makes her stand with her hands on her head, lifts up her skirt, takes down her panties & spanks her exposed bare
bottom hard for every single error. Amelia Jane never seems to learn however, and before too long she cannot resist
talking back and making inappropriate rude remarks about her Tutor. His patience at an end, the Professor tells her
she needs a proper punishment. Amelia Jane protests that she has already been spanked, but the Prof tells her he is
now going to show her what a 'proper' spanking is. She is hauled across his knee again for a long hard spanking &
then sent to her room to correct the errors in her work. She decides to change her outfit first & then before she starts to
do the work she can’t resist checking her mobile phone for any messages. Unfortunately for her it is at this point that
the professor decides to check on her progress. Finding her using her phone with no work done he makes her lie flat
on the bed while he flays her bare bottom with his slipper. She is then made to kneel on the bed for more of the slipper
followed by a good spanking with a wooden hairbrush before he leaves her to complete her work. An hour passes &
she is feeling hungry. The professor has fallen asleep in his armchair do Amelia Jane tiptoes past him & into the
kitchen. She emerges with a sandwich but before she can escape back to her room he wakes up & she gets yet another
bare bottom spanking. Finally the day draws to an end & its time for Amelia Jane to get the cane for the original
offence of cheating, deception & telling lies. She expected only 6 strokes but her tutor tells her she will receive six of
the best for each of the 3 offences. Right from the 1st stroke it becomes apparent that Amelia Jane is going to have a
problem getting through this ordeal. She finds it impossible to maintain her position & as a result she earns herself
extra strokes. During the second lot of 6 she starts to lose her composure, her genuine tears making her mascara run.
She gets a total of 24 strokes in all, which leave her genuinely sobbing real tears. This was not part of our plan when
we set out to make this video, it just happened, & in fact there is an outtake of Amelia Jane BEFORE the cane scene in
which she says that she hopes she wont cry again like she did the last time she was caned by Professor Templeton. The
outtake is included in a separate companion DVD of Amelia talking about herself & the shoot while she changes
between each scene, shows off her marks, gets saved from a spider, & talks about the cane & crying at the end of the
shoot, together with video footage of her doing stills for the shoot & an alternate angle of the whole cane and crying
sequence, plus a few outtakes. On this occasion we are offering two purchase options, with or without the companion
DVD.
E69: AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOL.8. 'She Never Learns' - 4 more of her own spanking fantasies!
Length: 92 minutes
‘SHE NEVER LEARNS - 4 MORE OF HER OWN SPANKING FANTASIES’. This extra long 92 minute volume
comprises 4 'mini-movies' each of which is one of Amelia Jane's own spanking fantasies. In the first scene Amelia
Jane is fast asleep in bed when she is rudely awakened by James who had arranged for her to attend a job interview for
which she is now late. When she tries to ignore him and go back to sleep he pulls back the covers and starts to spank
her exposed bottom. This wakes her up in a hurry. Vexed by her lazy attitude, he proceeds to place her over his knee
for a good long hard bare bottom spanking. She cries out in protest, kicks her legs, gyrates her burning bottom and
even buries her head in her pillows, but all to no avail as he just keeps on spanking & spanking her wriggling bouncy
bare bottom until she has had well over 300 smacks, (317 to be exact). He then makes her place all her pillows on top
of each other and lie over them so that her bum is raised high in the air for six of the very best with a leather soled
slipper. Left alone to tend her very sore bottom, we were more than a bit surprised when Amelia Jane, obviously
turned on by the spanking she had just filmed, decided to spank herself. These were not light spanks, she raised her
hand high & smacked herself as hard as she could, managing to actually shock & surprise herself just how much it
hurt. Her expression alternates from the impish teasing smile of a natural exhibitionist to what is clearly genuine pain!
Not satisfied with her efforts by hand she then tried the slipper. She got a much better swing with this and a better
‘illusion' in her own mind that it was really someone else doing the punishing, & it's clear that the slipper really hurt.
The second scene starts with her changing into a slinky dress & purple panties while she tells us that the naughty
purple panties were her inspiration. We then see her trying to sneak out past her Uncle James to go for an interview at
a lap dancing club, which is why she is wearing the aforementioned panties. He calls her into the lounge before she
can sneak out of the front door, his suspicions aroused that she is up to something. It does not take him long to figure

out that her outfit is inappropriate & he decides to see just what she is wearing underneath her long split skirt. This of
course reveals the purple panties, and finally the truth is extracted from a highly embarrassed Amelia Jane. “ I'm
going for a job in a pole dancing club” she finally admits. ‘Not on my watch!' retorts her Uncle, and she is abruptly
hauled across his lap for a well deserved spanking. After almost 200 spanks, Amelia begs to be punished some other
way. She of course means to be grounded or some such similar alternative to spanking, but he has other ideas. He gets
his thick leather belt and with Amelia lying face down on the sofa, he brings his belt cracking down on her exposed
bottom with a vengeance. She gets 12 of the very best with his belt & she squirms so much that her left breast
accidentally slips out from under her off the shoulder dress, revealing that her nipple had become quite erect during
this punishment, an unexpected unplanned bonus. The third scene is one of her sexiest yet. Amelia spends too much
time lazing in the bath and earns herself a very wet spanking followed by a dozen hard whacks with a wicked wooden
bath brush leaving her sore bottom very red and marked. It seems however that once again Amelia Jane was turned on
by the spanking as once she is left alone again she spanks her own bottom in the bath and spanks it again after drying
herself in the bedroom. Finally she shows off her marks to the camera while she tells us how she feels about her
spanking. For the final scene Amelia Jane requested to act out a fantasy to be dealt with by two people at once who
ignore her throughout the punishment, simply treating her as a bare bottom to be severely punished. Having already
been soundly spanked, Amelia is now given a sound whipping of 54 strokes with the flogger on her bare bottom in
preparation for the multiple canings to follow. Throughout her whippings all her cries and pleas are completely
ignored, all comments being solely addressed to her writhing bottom, which is told that it will be whipped until it stays
completely still. Then its finally time for the cane. Amelia thinks she is only going to receive 6 strokes from each of
them, but every time she makes a noise or even moves, she is awarded extra strokes & her ordeal is not over until she
has endured 31 strokes.
SO8: THE COMPLETE TIFFANY JONES TRILOGY SPECIAL OFFER

Length: 180 minutes

ON 3 DVDS. Buy this 3 hour spanking epic on THREE DVDS FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF TWO. Paperback
Writer, Caught in the Act, & Little Red , tell the continuous story of Tiffany Jones & her friend Wendy’s introduction
to corporal punishment, their various misadventures & subsequent punishments. See each of the 3 titles below for a
full description, starting with Paperback Writer.
E68: LITTLE RED (Part 3 of The Tiffany Jones Trilogy)

Length: 62 minutes

In the final part of the Tiffany Jones Trilogy, Tiffany & Wendy sneak into the grounds of their boss’s country estate to
use his tennis court. Tiffany wins & announces that the loser must pay a forfeit. She proceeds to bend the unsuspecting
Wendy over the net, raise her cute tennis skirt & spank her. When the spanks start to get serious Wendy breaks free &
runs off into the fields closely chased by Tiffany. When Tiffany caches her they tussle & Tiffany wrestles her to the
grass, pulls her over her lap, yanks her white panties down & recommences her spanking. When she is satisfied with
the redness of Wendy’s bum she tells her that to complete the forfeit Wendy must fetch her some from the nearby
orchard. She tells her to collect her a skirt full. Unbeknownst to Wendy, Tiffany is setting her up. Tiffany knows that
the orchard belongs to their boss’s neighbour & that the grounds man who spanked her previously will very likely
catch Wendy in the act of scrumping. Sure enough, Wendy gets caught & is marched off to the grounds man’s
woodshed for a spanking. Tiffany makes her way unseen to the back of the woodshed & peeks through the window at
Wendy being spanked, all the while stroking her moist pussy. The grounds man eventually spots Tiffany & makes her
join Wendy for a double spanking. Both girls bottoms turn redder than ripe & when he lets them go they dash off to
their boss’s swimming pool to cool off. Wendy tries to pay back Tiffany by pushing her in the water fully clothed so
Tiff pulls Wendy in with her & tries to spank her in the pool. This may not be very effective but thanks to an
underwater camera it makes interesting viewing as both girls strip down & experiment using a water jet as a vibrator.
Their boss had forbidden them using the pool when he’s not around so when he returns & finds their wet clothes
hanging up to dry, he confiscates the clothes & lies in wait for them. Tiffany leaves the pool enclosure first & is
spanked on the spot & then marched to the house for a dose of the cane. Wendy leaves the pool to discover her clothes
are gone & starts to search through the grounds in just a pair of wet see through panties. She eventually finds her way
to the French windows & peering in she see Tiffany getting the cane. She has no choice but to knock on the door. Now
its Wendy’s turn to get her wet bottom thoroughly spanked. Leaving Tiffany lying on his snooker table with a well
caned bottom, their boss takes Wendy upstairs to the bedroom to get her a dry shirt & then proceeds to put her over his
knee, take down her wet knickers & give her a brisk spanking. He is about to fetch the cane when Wendy pleads that
there is surely some other way she could make amends. He stands firm on his decision to cane her for about 30
seconds before they tumble on to the bed together. In the meantime Tiffany has been playing with the cane & herself
on the snooker table, but hearing the spanking upstairs come to an end, she decides to investigate, taking the cane with
her. She enters the bedroom to find Wendy astride her boss on the bed. In a fit of jealousy she slashes the cane down

time & time again on Wendy’s bouncing bare bottom. When her boss manages to wrestle the cane away from her, she
lunges at Wendy & one hell of a cat fight ensues. Eventually their boss restores order & agrees that they should both
cane Wendy to even up the score. THIS DVD RELEASE OF LITTLE RED HAS BEEN COMPLETELY RE-EDITED
& DIGITALLY REMASTERED BY THE DIRECTOR FROM THE ORIGINAL CAMERA TAPES. ALSO PLEASE
SEE OUR SPECIAL OFFER SO8 ABOVE FOR THE COMPLETE TRILOGY.
E67: CAUGHT IN THE ACT (Part 2 of The Tiffany Jones Trilogy) Length: 55 minutes
In this second part of the Tiffany Jones trilogy she inadvertently trespasses onto her bosses neighbors grounds. She
finds a quiet spot in the sun to lie down and listen to some more of her boss’s erotic audio tapes. As she lies there
listening to the tape she starts to spank herself, unaware that the sound of her self-spanking has attracted the attention
of the groundskeeper. Caught in the act of trespassing, spanking and playing with herself, Tiffany is at a loss to justify
her actions. She begs the ground keeper not to tell her boss. He suggests that if she is so curious to see what a spanking
feels like, he will happily oblige her in return for his silence. He leads her to his woodshed where he proceeds to give
her a severe spanking, both with his hand and a wooden paddle. When he is finally satisfied that her bottom is
sufficiently red he suggests that she cool it down by taking a dip in her bosses swimming pool. Tiffany makes her way
to the pool where she strips right off and swims naked to cool off her very hot bottom. For the second time in one day,
poor Tiffany is caught in the act, this time by her boss who has specifically prohibited her, for safety and insurance
reasons, from using the pool alone. Tiffany refuses to come out of the pool in her current state of undress so her boss
throws her panties and T-shirt to her to put on. She is still most reluctant to leave the pool as she fears he will see the
marks on her bottom. In the end he is forced to go in the water to fetch her out. When he catches her he turns her over
to deliver a suitable reprimand to her wet bottom, only to discover that it is already well spanked. Now she is really for
it and with her bottom only just out of the water, he proceeds to give her wet bottom yet another sound spanking.
Tiffany is then marched back to the house where her punishment continues. Her curiosity about corporal punishment
is more than satisfied when, after a further spanking, she gets to experience a variety of implements & finally the cane.
SEE ALSO SO8 ABOVE FOR A SPECIAL OFFER ON THE COMPLETE TIFFANY JONES TRILOGY.
E66: PAPERBACK WRITER (Part 1 of The Tiffany Jones Trilogy)

Length: 63 minutes

This first part of ‘The Tiffany Jones Trilogy’ has now been digitally re-mastered & re-edited for this new DVD
release. Tiffany Jones gets a job as a temp audio typist for a writer of erotic spanking books. She is left at her new
boss’s country house to work & as she listens to a story about a school secretary spying on the Headmaster
administering corporal punishment, she imagines herself to be the one spying, and her boss to be the Headmaster. The
Head is about to cane a new girl at the school for bullying but she makes such a fuss he decides to spank her first.
When however he discovers she is wearing 3 pairs of knickers, he calls for his secretary (the spying Tiffany), to come
and witness what he is about to do. He tells the girl that her deceit has cost her any entitlement to modesty and that all
3 pairs of knickers are now coming down. He proceeds to give her a severe spanking & then bends her over his desk &
administers a scorching ‘6 of the best’ with a wicked size 12 slipper. Having dealt with her deceit he is about to cane
her for the original offence when his secretary intercedes saying she thinks the girl has had enough. He dismisses the
girl telling her to report back after classes for the cane. Then he takes his secretary to task for interrupting the
punishment & tells her to also report back later as he intends to teach her not to question his authority in front of the
pupils. As the story unfolds Tiffany’s imagination runs wild with thoughts of being punished herself. We see her not
only conjure up the story she is transcribing, but also adding some extra punishment ideas of her own, such as being
caned completely naked. When the story tells how the secretary, having seen the girl being punished, hid in nearby
woodland & spanked her own bottom, Tiffany follows suit, wondering out into the grounds & spanking her own
bottom lying in a field adjoining her boss’s property. Lying there with her knickers down, smacking her own bottom
she imagines herself as the school secretary on the receiving end of a long, hard spanking, followed by the slipper &
the cane. The she imagines the girl coming back after class to get the cane. The first part of this trilogy ends with a
teasing hint of what is about to happen to Tiffany in part two, entitled ‘Caught in the Act’. ALSO SEE SPECIAL
OFFER SO8 ABOVE FOR THE COMPLETE TRILOGY.
E65: PAYDAY

Length: 56 minutes

Fridays at 4pm is ‘spanking time’ for leggy secretary Diana. Some weeks ago her boss, Nick, caught her fiddling the
books. She pleaded with him to leave the police out of it, suggesting instead that he dock the missing money from her
wages each week and spank her every pay-day until it's all paid back. This particular Friday Diana is on the phone
arranging for Nick to interview a new girl. In a blatant effort to avoid her scheduled weekly spanking’ Diana arranges
the interview for 4.pm that day. When Nick returns from lunch and hears this, he simply brings forward Diana’s

appointment across his lap. These weekly spankings have taken on something of a ritual, so after excusing herself to
go and ‘powder her nose’, she returns to knock respectfully on the bosses door. He calls her in and she has to stand
before him, raise her skirt, take her panties down and display her bare bottom. She then fetches a high backed chair
and the spanking implements before standing with her hands on her head, waiting for the punishment to begin. Nick
takes his time seating himself’ then pats his lap to signal she should place herself over his knees. He gives her a good
long hard hand spanking, making her count the final 12 ‘good ones’ before bringing the implements into play. Repositioning her over the desk he proceeds to give her the strap and finally the paddle before he is satisfied. After
displaying her well punished bottom and adjusting her dress, she reminds him, like a good secretary, that he needs to
take his car to the garage soon to be back in time to interview Sally Smith at 4.pm When Sally arrives for her job
interview there is no way she can imagine what is about to happen to her! To say any more would spoil a very good
plot, and that’s no idle boast. We can however say that before the end both girls are thoroughly spanked, strapped,
paddled and caned! 'Payday' is action all the way with some of the most severe scenes we have ever filmed. With two
beautiful girls, an ingenious plot and great action this is one not to be missed!
SO7: SPANKED SECRETARIES SPECIAL OFFER

Length: 114 minutes

2 DVD SET - NEW RELEASE E64: 'SPANKED SECRETARIES 4 - EMILLY'(SEE BELOW) + E42 'SPANKED
SECRETARIES 3 - SISTERS' Spanked Secretaries No. 3 – ‘Sisters’. Debbie and her sister Lisa (played by real life
sisters Suzi and Maria Martell) both work for John Walker. On paydays, the longer serving sister, Debbie, has a
special arrangement with John that she earns a bonus providing that she accepts a spanking for any lapses in her work
during the previous week. After her latest payday spanking, John suggests to Debbie that she approach her sister to see
if she would be interested in a similar arrangement. Lisa is more than receptive so Debbie gives her a short spanking
to show her what it’s like and the next payday both girls earn a ‘spanking bonus’. During stock-taking the following
week, Lisa discovers that they have too many units of one item. The sisters check the sales on the computer and
discover that a cash customer had paid for 10 but only taken 6. The £200 overcharged is still in the till and the girls
decide to help themselves. Unfortunately for them, the customer, Mr. Marlowe, has since contacted Mr. Walker about
the overcharge and now the girls are really in trouble. Not only do they get punished by Mr. Walker, but the customer
insists on seeing the results of the punishment and they have to show him their bare bottoms. He is not satisfied and so
they receive further punishment from both the boss and the customer, both spanking and several sessions with the cane
including a ‘jeans down, jeans up’ sequence where each girl gets 6 of the best with alternating strokes on the seat of
their jeans, which they then have to take down for a stroke on their bare bottoms, then pull their jeans up again and so
on. (SEE BELOW FOR A DESCRIPTION OF SPANKED SECRETARIES 4 - EMILY) TOTAL RUN TIME E64 +
E42 = 114 MINUTES
E64: SPANKED SECRETARIES 4 - EMILY

Length: 60 minutes

Spanked Secretaries 4 – Emily. Emily will do anything to gain promotion to become the new P.A. to Managing
Director, Mr. James. On a pretext she calls round at his company flat on the weekend to ‘drop off the office keys’ so
that he would know she had been working extra hours. Before leaving she asks if she can use his bathroom. She reenters his lounge wearing only a sexy matching bra, panties, stockings, and heels. Unfortunately this appears to cut no
ice with Mr. James. He tells her to get dressed and then proceeds to show her what he thinks of her attempt to seduce
him by placing her over his knee for a sound spanking. Most girls would see this as a major setback, but Emily is not
‘most girls’. She views it as an opportunity, after all, he does seem to be enjoying the site and feel of her bottom as it
goes a brilliant crimson. Her obvious lack of remorse and failure to comprehend that he is in fact punishing her for
acting in such a shameless manner forces Mr. James to adopt sterner methods, and he proceeds to introduce her to a
variety of implements that he’s collected as souvenirs while travelling abroad. Unfortunately for Emily his travels have
been rather extensive and he will not relent until he is satisfied she has learned her lesson – a point which she
singularly fails to grasp despite being given the paddle, strap, cat, tawse and cane. Run Time: 60 minutes. ALSO
AVAILABLE AS PART OF A 'SPANKED SECRETARIES SPECIAL OFFER' SEE SO7 ABOVE!!!!
SO6: 'SPANKED WIVES' 2 DVD SPECIAL OFFER - 'WASHDAY BLUES' + 'IN THE RED AGAIN'
Length: 99 minutes
This 2 DVD special offer brings you 1 hour & 39 minutes of the very best of domestic discipline for errant wives
featuring 3 of our most spankable starlets - Lucy Bailey, Catherine Corbett & Elizabeth Simpson. 'WASHDAY
BLUES' features Lucy Bailey as a lazy housewife. Paul Davis is late for an important interview and unable to find the
clean shirt that he prepared the night before. When he wakes his sleeping wife, Jenny, to ask her where it is, low and
behold, she is wearing his shirt as a night-gown, saying she felt cold during the night. ‘Well this should warm you up

then!’ he tells her as he hauls her out of bed for an ‘early morning spanking’. In between smacks he tells her that if
she has not done all the washing by the time he gets home, she will get a lot more punishment. Several hours later she
eventually gets up to do the laundry, but the washing machine breaks down! She charms the repair man into coming
over straight away, but he is not charmed when, after replacing the motor, she tells him she has no money and
suggests that maybe she could pay him ‘another way’. He is furious and tells her, ‘If you cant pay me then there’s only
one thing I want, and that’s to take it out on your arse!’ After a very sound spanking, he then takes his belt to her bent
over the kitchen table, finally making her kneel right up on the table, bottom stuck well out, for the last twelve of the
best. When Paul arrives home, he finds her in bed nursing a sore bum and no washing done. He is less than impressed
by her explanation and produces a bag of implements he has just bought, to 'teach her a proper lesson'. Straps,
paddles, etc. are all put to good use despite her struggles. Eventually she shows some remorse, but far from letting her
off, he produces a fearsome 'cat' to put her sincerity to the test. (New edit digitally remastered.) 'IN THE RED AGAIN'
features Elizabeth Simpson as the overspending wife & Catherine Corbett as her friend who helps to get her into
trouble. Despite a previous warning and a spanking from her husband, Samantha has been using his credit card again
to buy stuff for both herself and her friend, Tara from the TV shopping channel. When his card is refused for being
over the credit limit, he is furious and tells Samantha she is about to get a severe punishment. Tara intercedes on
Samantha’s behalf, explaining that it’s not all Samantha’s fault and offering to take half of Samantha’s punishment.
He agrees, but there are no half measures about the punishment he gives to both the girls. With the help of a firm
hand, some handy kitchen implements and finally the cane, he makes a very deep seated impression on both his errant
wife and her flirtatious friend. Additionally, Tara’s attempts to flirt with him during the punishment do not go unnoticed (or un-punished) by Samantha.
E63:AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD Vol 7 CLIENT CONFIDENTIALITY (THE DIRECTORS CUT)
Length: 80 minutes
Amelia Jane is working for a law firm as a legal secretary. Her boss finds out that she has discussed an important
divorce case with the attorney representing the other party, and let slip vital information. This is a very serious breach
of client confidentiality and Amelia Jane’s job is on the line. Having begged not to be sacked, she is told to draft a
letter of apology to the client and a memo agreeing to corporal punishment. When she has written these, her boss tells
her to get over his lap and she is made to read out what she has written while he spanks her. Not satisfied with the
memo, he makes her write it again whilst still being spanked. Amelia Jane REALLY did have to compose this new
draft IN HER OWN WORDS whilst being spanked, and it is interesting to note that in this re-draft she wrote ‘I
DESPARTELY WANT TO BE SEVERELY SPANKED’. Be careful what you wish for Amelia Jane! After further
spanking she is told she must deliver the letter of apology in person. The client, Mrs. Harding, is less than impressed
by Amelia’s apology and explanation that her boss has already disciplined her for her indiscretion. Mrs. Harding
wants to know how she was disciplined, and an embarrassed Amelia Jane reluctantly admits that she was spanked on
her bare bottom. Mrs. Harding insists on seeing proof of this claim and Amelia is forced to show her spanked bottom.
Mrs. Harding decides that the spanking was insufficient, so with Amelia Jane standing with her bottom conveniently
on display, Mrs. Harding starts to add some spanks of her own. Amelia Jane objects strongly to this indignity, and
accuses Mrs. Harding of being a lesbian; not the wisest of moves in the circumstances as it only serves to make Mrs.
Harding spank harder. After about 40 spanks, Amelia Jane makes matters worse by repeating her ‘lesbian’ accusation.
Now enraged by Amelia’s insulting attitude & complete lack of contrition, Mrs. Harding fetches a wooden spoon from
the kitchen & gives Amelia Jane a stinging volley of whacks. Amelia Jane then gets a lengthy bare bottom spanking
over Mrs. Harding lap. The next day further revelations come to light about just how Amelia Jane breached her
client’s confidentiality. We don’t want to give away the entire plot but suffice to say it involves a pair of panties found
where they should not have been. This means yet more punishment for poor Amelia Jane, a lengthy spanking, a very
severe dose of the tawse and then the final indignity of being caned by both her boss & Mrs Harding. PLEASE NOTE
THAT THIS LONGER RUNNING DIRECTOR’S CUT WITH ADDITIONAL FOOTAGE .
SO5: E61 PLUS E62 SPECIAL OFFER

Length: 201 minutes

E61 'ENFORCING THE RULES' PLUS E62 'HOT & SULTRY SPECIAL EDITION 3 DVD SET'. THAT'S 4 DVD'S
IN TOTAL - OUR BEST SPECIAL OFFER PACKAGE YET! SEE BELOW FOR DESCRIPTIONS OF BOTH E61
& E62.
E62: HOT & SULTRY - SPECIAL EDITION 3 DVD SET Length: 151 minutes
‘Hot & Sultry’, re-issued in this special edition 3 DVD set, is quite simply one of the most erotic Girl on Girl spanking
videos ever. Disc 1 : The original edit. Flatmates Danielle and Debbie have are supposed to be playing tennis but when

Danielle finds out that Debbie has forgotten to wash their outfits, she decides to play a different game. She places
Debbie over her lap to demonstrate the effectiveness of her forehand with a wooden brush on Debbie's highly
spankable bottom. After the first 'set' she notices that Debbie is wearing a pair of her panties. She decides that nicking
her knickers calls for more serious punishment. She applies variety of implements, in various 'interesting' positions,
finishing with over 2 dozen strokes of the cane. When Debbie realizes that Danielle is also wearing a pair of HER
panties, its time to turn the tables and repay the punishment with interest. Debbie decides that it's her turn to 'serve'.
Danielle is not so sure and Debbie has to wrestle her into a suitable spanking position. She pins her down on the bed,
yanks down the borrowed panties and ignoring Danielle's struggles, proceeds to paddle her cute cheeks. Dishing it out
is a new experience for Debbie and she really starts to enjoy it. She decides that she wants to try using the cane.
Danielle however is sceptical of Debbie's ability to wield a cane. She tells her "if you think you can do it, go ahead,
cane me." Danielle teases Debbie, crying out in mock pain at Debbie's first few tentative strokes, but as Debbie gets
into her stride the strokes start to make their marks - in fact some of the best marks we have seen - until Debbie has
repaid her own caning in full. Discs 2 & 3 are UNCUT digital copies from the original camera tapes complete with
previously unreleased footage and out-takes, (the only cuts made are sound breaks where people’s real names or
otherwise confidential information was on the soundtrack). These digital copies not only provide a much enhanced
picture quality, but also a fascinating insight to the way the video was made. We have never released complete uncut
footage like this before, but if it proves popular then we may well release more of these uncut versions in future. What
was never mentioned in the original story write up above is that Debbie orgasmed when she was having her pussy
spanked (this becomes very clear in these UNCUT versions). The 2 girls wrote this video for themselves intending it to
be the first release of their own spanking video label ‘Shocking Pink’ (to be produced & distributed by ‘Strictly
English’). Regrettably they did not go ahead with the label & we can only wonder what other videos they might have
come up with. THIS SPECIAL EDITION IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS PART OF SPECIAL OFFER SO5 – SEE
ABOVE.
E61: ENFORCING THE RULES Length: 50 minutes
(Girl on Girl) Julia is fed up with her flat mate, Christina, for not doing her share of the cooking and cleaning, so she
draws up a set of ‘House Rules’ for them both, and to emphasize that she means them to be taken seriously, she gives
Christina a sharp slap on her bottom, saying that any infringements of the rules should be dealt with by corporal
punishment! It’s not long however before Julia has cause to regret her proposal, when a few days later Christina
tackles her about ‘breaking the rules’, and it is Julia who is on the receiving end of a sound spanking. In the days that
follow, Christina manages to catch Julia breaking her own rules on several more occasions and she becomes very
adept at enforcing the rules. Julia can hardly complain when it was her idea in the first place, and Christina makes
very sure that the rules are strictly enforced. Spankings are followed by more severe punishments with a long handled
wooden spoon which makes a very deep and painful impression on Julia’s bare bottom. Julia seems unable to learn
however and when she returns home after borrowing Christina’s car to go clubbing, Christina decides that far more
severe punishment is called for. Julia is shocked to find that Christina has purchased a wicked looking crook handled
school cane, and even more shocked to find herself on the receiving end of a well deserved severe caning. Running
time 50 minutes
SO4: SPECIAL OFFER GIRL ON GIRL SPANKING SPECIALS 1 & 2
SPANKING SPECIAL # 2.

Length: 123 minutes

Length: 63 minutes

This compilation features all new all girl action clips including Amelia Jane Rutherford's first ever Girl on Girl
spanking. The first clip features Amelia Jane as a legal secretary who has to take a letter of apology to her firm’s
client, Mrs. Harding, for Amelia having breached client confidentiality in Mrs. Harding’s divorce case. Mrs. Harding
is less than impressed by Amelia’s apology and explanation that her boss has already disciplined her for her
indiscretion. Mrs. Harding wants to know how she was disciplined, and an embarrassed Amelia Jane reluctantly
admits that she was spanked on her bare bottom. Mrs. Harding insists on seeing proof of this claim and Amelia is
forced to show her spanked bottom. Mrs. Harding decides that the spanking was insufficient & decides that poor
Amelia Jane a lot more punishment. She takes a wooden spoon to her bare bottom and then gives her a sound OTK
spanking. In the next clip Christina hauls young Julia over her lap for a prolonged bare bottom spanking for breaking
the house 'rules'. After a walloping 450 hand spanks, some of which are given at a blistering pace, she is sent to fetch
‘the enforcer’ (a wooden spoon) but returns instead with a wooden spatula. She gets another 60 spanks with the
spatula, the last 12 of which are real humdingers, followed by another 32 hand spanks. She thinks its over but her
cheekiness gets her hauled back over Christina’s lap for another 18 with the spatula. The next clip is entitled ‘Desire,
Deception & Discipline Part 2’ & as the name implies this is a another encounter between the sexually frustrated

Angelina (Jadie Reece) and Mistress Charlotte. As an added bonus to this clip there is a short but very hot uncut
version of the Girl on Girl sex scene which was heavily cut in the original ‘Desire, Deception & Discipline’. In the
final clip Yasmin touches her toes for a severe caning of over 50 strokes. Run Time 63 minutes.
E59: GIRL ON GIRL SPANKING SPECIAL

Length: 60 minutes

This all girl, all action spanking special contains a full hour of some of the hottest girl on girl spanking scenes ever,
featuring Tiffany, Samantha,, Suzanne, Leslie, Lucy, Natasha & Zena. In scene 1(from The German Au pair Girl)
Samantha gives Zena her first ever spanking on video. Next we have a ‘classic’ of erotic spanking (from Hot & Sultry)
which in this this release has been digitally re-mastered and re-edited using mainly just one camera angle to allow
uninterrupted viewing of one of the longest hand and hairbrush spankings on video. In Clip 3 (from Heads or Tails)
Samantha is on the receiving end (and what a lovely ‘end’ it is – we think Samantha Johnson has just about the
perfect bottom for spanking) when she gets a hard & prolonged spanking from Natasha. The next clip (from
Temperature Rising) was an absolute must to include in this compilation, when sexy nurse Tiffany is spanked by ward
Sister Lucy. Hailed as ‘The Classic’ nurse spanking video, this edit has been digitally re-mastered from the original
camera tapes for DVD. Finally a scene that we have had numerous requests to release uninterrupted and in its entirety
- the Kate and Lisa (Leslie & Suzi) bedroom scene from the ‘Birchington Manor’ series. Shown here for the first time
the full, complete and uninterrupted spanking and caning scene between Kate and Lisa which starts as playful mutual
spanking but ends up in a very serious competition of who can cane whom the hardest. Be warned that this scene,
which was totally unscripted and improvised, includes some two way 'pussy' spanking, something that seems to
happen quite spontaneously when you shoot a Girl on Girl video!
E58: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol.6 - 'Student Teacher'

Length: 72 minutes

E58:AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOL.6 - 'STUDENT TEACHER'. First we see a Amelia Jane nervously meeting
her new co-star for the first time (over his lap of course for a knickers down spanking). She must have enjoyed the
experience because a few weeks later she requested that he play the part of ‘The Headmaster’ in the production that
follows. This is a complete full-length feature, over an hour long, entitled ‘Amelia Jane Rutherford, Student Teacher’.
As the title suggests, Amelia plays the part of a student teacher on her work experience at school. The Headmaster is
less than impressed when she bursts into his office with one of her pupils, Vanessa, demanding that the girl be given
corporal punishment for disrupting the class. After sending the pupil back to her classroom, the head has a private
word with Ms Rutherford about her attitude. He tells her that if she is so interested in corporal punishment he will
arrange for Mr. Pringle, the gym master, to give her a practical demonstration. Unbeknownst to Amelia Jane, the
demonstration is to be carried out on her! Mr. Pringle explains that before she can give out corporal punishment she
needs to find out what it feels like. He tells her that she could of course refuse but not if she wants to pass the
headmasters end of term assessment. Reluctantly she agrees and goes over his knee for a spanking saying that it won’t
hurt her anyway. That’s a challenge Mr. Pringle can’t ignore and he proceeds to make sure that she really will feel it.
He gives her over 1,000 (YES ONE THOUSAND) very firm spanks, and that is just the start! Then he makes her
stand in the corner with her bottom on display while he explains that she also needs to experience various implements.
Throughout her ordeal Amelia makes no effort to conceal her contempt for Mr. Pringle earning herself additional
punishments. She soon becomes intimately & painfully acquainted with the ruler, paddle, slipper, tawse and, of course
the cane. Next the scene changes to the last day of term & Amelia’s painful encounter with the Headmaster’s cane.
Finally there is a surprise twist ending that Amelia Jane had not anticipated. TOTAL RUN TIME 80 MINUTES (62
MIN. FEATURE + 10 MIN. BONUS SPANKING CLIP + 8 MINS. OF TRAILERS).
SO3: 'THE PROBLEM WITH MARIA' EPISODES 1 AND 2 SPECIAL OFFER

Length: 132 minutes

SO3 SPECIAL OFFER: – OUR NEWLY RELEASED E57 ‘MARIA NEEDS A FIRM HAND’ PLUS E50 ‘A RED
BOTTOM DAY FOR MARIA’ – FOR JUST $34.95 (A SAVING OF $25). Maria is one of Suzi Martell's 3 sisters.
Suzi wrote and directed this series especially for her sister, and one cant help but wonder if if there was some 'payback'
in Suzi's agenda considering Maria had only ever done one previous spanking video about 5 years ago(Smacks of
Blackmail). With so little experience, Maria marks up superbly and very bravely takes some serious punishment. Suzi
appears herself at the end of E50 for a dose of the cane and also quizzes her sister as to how she felt about her bare
bottom being severely spanked, slippered and caned. In the 2nd episode the story is developed further and we can see
that Maria is really getting into having her panties taken down for a firm bare bottom spanking but is still fearful of
the cane. Together these two videos are both entertaining in their own right and also provide a fascinating insight into
Maria's 'journey' as she explores the submissive side of her sexuality often pushing herslf beyond her previous
threshold. TOTAL RUNNING TIME 132 MINUTES. (SEE THE INDIVIDUAL LISTINGS FOR E50 AND E57 FOR

FULL DETAILS).
E57: 'MARIA NEEDS A FIRM HAND'

Length: 72 minutes

(The Problem with Maria – Episode 2)continues our ‘spanking soap opera’ with an expanded cast list. The problem
with Maria just got worse for her husband Sean. Not only does she spend all his money but now he’s discovered that
she let the gardener, Charlie, spank her in lieu of pay. Sean no longer trusts her and decides they should move to a
new area well away from Charlie and anyone else Maria may have been allowing access to her pert bottom. Moving
house is an expensive business so when they move into their new home Sean makes it clear to Maria that he will no
longer tolerate any foolish spending or immoderate behaviour on her part. To emphasize the point he gives her a
spanking ‘to remind her’ what will happen if she starts her old bad habits again. To monitor her behaviour, Sean not
only keeps a close eye on her spending, but also inspects Maria’s bottom most evenings when he gets home, just to
make sure she is not getting up to her old tricks of paying tradesmen by letting them spank her. Maria decides to use
this turn of events to spice up her failing love life with Sean and the next time he comes home she is ready and
waiting, bent over with her bare bottom on display. Unfortunately she had not counted on Sean’s car breaking down
requiring him to get a lift from a work colleague, Dave, who walks in on the unsuspecting bare bottomed Maria. The
story of this gets around at Sean’s office and gives his secretary some ideas. She tries to pursue the subject of spanking
with Sean and then has to pay a quick visit to the ladies room to fantasize about being spanked by her dominant boss.
In the meantime, Charlie’s problem with Maria is that she has moved house and done a runner still owing him 2
weeks wages. Thanks to an anonymous letter Charlie succeeds in tracking her down and calls round to confront her.
Payment in kind is extracted over Charlie’s knee but Maria has much worse to come when Sean finds out!SEE OUR
SPECIAL OFFER ABOVE FOR BUYING THIS TOGETHER WITH EPISODE 1 'A RED BOTTOM DAY FOR
MARIA'.
S02: RELATIVE TEMPTATIONS + SPANKED SISTER-IN-LAW

Length: 120 minutes

E36 ‘Relative Temptations’ + E56 ‘Spanked Sister-in-law (Relative Temptations 2)’ which together form a 2 hour
feature length film all digitally mastered from the original camera tapes. ‘Spanked Sister-in-law’ continues the story of
‘Relative Temptations’ so we wanted to make it available as a complete package combining the newly released
‘Spanked Sister-in-law’ with the digitally re-mastered version of ‘Relative Temptations’, a classic in it’s own right.
E56: SPANKED SISTER-IN-LAW (Relative Temptations 2)

Length: 75 minutes

Spanked Sister in Law – (Relative Temptations 2) Debbie has just broken up with her boyfriend & asks Paul & Sally
(her sister) to come & stay for the night to cheer her up. Debbie foolishly confides to Sally that she had a dream about
Paul, spanking her. This leads to a big argument & Paul walks in to find the sisters refusing to talk to each other. He
tries to defuse the situation but when Sally refuses to let it drop, he hauls his sulking wife over his lap and gives her a
good spanking in front of his sister-in-law. Afterwards Debbie consoles her sister and suggests a nice long soak in the
bath. With Sally safely out of the way in the bathroom, Debbie goes back downstairs to Paul and says that it was really
as much her fault and that she would feel much better if Paul would spank her as well. The next day Paul tells Sally
she should invite Debbie to come back with them to stay for a while. Within a few days, Debbie is flouncing around
the house in front of Paul wearing nothing but a small towel which earns her a good spanking with a wooden spoon
over her older Sister’s lap, followed by a good hard hand spanking from Paul & a severe dose of the slipper. Finally
however the sisters start to get along, and they plan a shopping trip using Paul’s credit card without his permission!
This lands the pair of them in big trouble. The pair of them are spanked by hand, with a paddle and a with a clothes
brush before bending over for the cane. 5 minute BONUS FEATURE – Suzanne (who played Debbie) introduces her
real life sister Stella, who played Sally & had never been spanked before this video shoot. Stella tells how she feels
about doing the video & both sisters get some more spanking. Run Time 70 minutes + 5 minute bonus feature. ALSO
SEE SPECIAL OFFER S02 ABOVE FOR BOTH E56'SPANKED SISTER-IN-LAW' + E36'RELATIVE
TEMPTATIONS'
E55: SHE NEEDS A SHORT SHARP SHOCK Length: 64 minutes
Sam Johnson arrives blindfolded at a secret location where, unbeknownst to her, specially selected females convicted
of offences carrying custodial sentences are given the alternative option of corporal punishment. A voice on the
intercom instructs her to strip and dress in a skimpy skirt and top designed for the punishments to come. The voice
then instructs her to step through a door to a curtained off area and stand with her back to the curtains to be ‘tested’.
Unable to see what is happening behind her, the curtains part just enough to enable her exposed bottom to be spanked.

Having stayed in position through this test she is allowed through the curtains to the punishment room. The man who
spanked her explains that she can accept a prolonged session of corporal punishment or leave at any point to be taken
to prison. She elects to be punished. After a long spanking over the knee spanking she is told to bend over a desk.
After further spanking she is instructed to open the desk and choose an implement. She chooses the slipper but winces
when she is told that she will get every single one of these implements before the session is through. In turn she gets
the slipper, the paddle and the strap, in various positions, and a lot more spanking, (amounting to approx. 1000
spanks in total) but to pass the final test she must endure 24 strokes of the cane. Bonus feature Samantha strips to
model different spanking outfits while she talks about being spanked and even spanks her own lovely bottom. Run
time 64 minutes (50 min main feature + 14 minute bonus feature)
E54: DIVORCE OR DISCIPLINE Length: 55 minutes
When pretty young wife Cindy is instructed to visit her husband’s family lawyer she gets the shock of her life. He tells
her that her husband is serving her with divorce papers and under her pre-nuptial agreement she will get nothing.
Alternatively she can choose to accept some old fashioned on the spot discipline, and if she does not change her
behaviour then she will face the same choice again – divorce or further severe corporal punishment. Cindy reluctantly
elects to take the punishment. This starts with an over the knee bare bottom spanking of over 250 hard spanks. She is
then made to stand with her pretty bare bottom on display while she is spanked and lectured about her behaviour. She
gets over 100 more spanks in this position and then she is made to kneel on a chair for more spanks plus 4 dozen hard
whacks of the paddle & the slipper. The slipper proves to be too much for Cindy and she storms off, but after
considering the consequences and she reluctantly returns to face the music. She then gets another very firm spanking
OTK on her already very sore red bottom of more than 150 hard spanks. Then she is made to sit astride a chair, facing
the chair back with her bottom sticking right out overhanging the seat. Her fully exposed tender buttocks are whipped
30 times with a riding crop, the last dozen with her standing up bent over the chair. Cindy is told that this is intended
to be a ‘memorable’ experience so as to make a deep impression on her. To ensure this is the case the ‘grand finale’
now starts with a ‘memorable’ mix of severity and embarrassment. First Cindy is made to lie flat for more spanking
followed by the strap laid on with ‘memorable’ zeal. Then she is made to turn over and lie on her back with her legs
raised up for a spanking in this exposed ‘nappy’ position. Finally she is made to bend over for 30 hard strokes of the
cane.
SO1: SEVERE 6TH FORM CANE SPECIAL OFFER

Length: 109 minutes

SEVERE 6TH FORM CANE SPECIAL OFFER – E17: BARE BOTTOM PUNISHMENT PLUS E23: THE WRONG
END OF THE STICK - SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL 2 DVDS FOR $34.95 (THAT’S A SAVING OF $25). BOTH
TITLES DIGITALLY RE-MASTERED FOR DVD. (SEE THE INDIVIDUAL LISTINGS FOR E17 AND E23 FOR
FULL DETAILS AND MORE PICS).
E53: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 5

Length: 80 minutes

Featuring her hardest caning yet! Amelia Jane Rutherford’s latest volume features 80 minutes of this adorable naughty
girl receiving more punishment than ever. First Amelia Jane acts out some of her spanking fantasies dressed in a baby
doll nightie and tight white panties, but she gets a lot more than she bargained for. Then we move on to the main
feature, a full length movie entitled ‘Amelia Jane & the Police Inspector’ in which Amelia Jane manages to get herself
on the wrong side of the strong arm of the law. To give away the plot would spoil this movie, but we will mention that
in a brief interview at the end of the movie Amelia Jane says that it was the hardest caning yet!
E52: FAX & FIGURES (DIRECTOR'S CUT)

Length: 60 minutes

Fax and Figures (Digital re-master Directors Cut) Fashion House Model Samantha uses her looks to take advantage of
her boss, James. By contrast, James’s attractive secretary, Sarah, is very prim and proper and makes no secret of her
opinion of Samantha. “What that girl needs is a good smacked bottom”, she tells James. When he points out that you
can’t spank employees these days, Sarah will have none of it. “If I did what she does, I would deserve to have my
bottom smacked” James concedes that something needs to be done about Samantha and so the following morning he
tells Sarah that before Samantha, late as usual, arrives he wants her to go to a particular shop to buy a cane and any
other implements of her choice to use on a “very naughty young girl’s bottom.” When Sarah returns with the
implements, James places Sam over his knee for a well deserved “good smack bottom”, but its not “good” enough for
Sarah, who offers to show James how to do it properly. First she gets Samantha’s tight white knickers down and then
re-commences her punishment with a vengeance. A good hand spanking is followed by a lengthy paddling and a

sound dose of the tawse. Sarah is in for a shock however. She is also due for a good hard spanking and paddling. From
her reactions and the way her bottom turns a bright shade of crimson it’s obvious that this is something quite new to
her . Finally both girls are lined up for a reluctant caning competition. Run time 60 minutes
E51: OOPS! I DID IT AGAIN!

Length: 54 minutes

‘Oops, I did it again.’ America’s spanking sweetheart, Samantha Woodley inspired this film in which she plays out
one of her many highly erotic spanking fantasies. Samantha is the ‘real thing’, a true lover of bare bottom punishment,
and she asked her British male co-star to ‘really give me a damn good British spanking’. Well, if OVER A
THOUSAND HARD SPANKS is a ‘damn good British spanking’ then she certainly got her wish. Sassy American
Samantha has just wrecked her car while under the influence of alcohol, and to make matters even worse, this is not
the first time she has driven whilst over the limit. The scene opens with a nervous Samantha awaiting Guy’s return
from work. She has put on a sexy outfit she hopes will please Guy and thereby reduce the severity of the punishment
he has promised to give her. As she waits in apprehension, she remembers the previous time he caught her driving
under the influence of alcohol. We see in flashback on that occasion she received a severe spanking with both his hand
and a stout wooden hairbrush. She knows this time her punishment will be worse, and that he may even introduce her
to his long swishy English cane for the first time, which she really dreads. Samantha is right to be nervous because the
punishments that follow are far worse than she could have imagined. Her chastisement is so long and hard that at one
point she flees and locks herself in the toilet, but all to no avail as this only makes Guy all the more determined to
teach her a lesson she will never forget. In this video Samantha gets 1165 spanks (of which 115 are with a large
wooden backed hairbrush, 195 are with a wooden backed clothes brush and the remaining 855 are good hard hand
spanks), plus 26 strokes of the cane. All the punishments are very firm as the spanker in this video is very definitely at
the top end of our severity ‘top 10’, and Samantha’s cries, bucking and squirming are very definitely for real. Run
time 54 Minutes
E50: A Red Bottom Day For Maria (Episode1 of 'A Problem Like Maria)

Length: 61 minutes

Maria is a problem. She is a problem for her husband, Sean, because she spends all his money. She is a problem for
Charlie, their gardener, because she has foolishly spent all the money her husband gave her to pay Charlie, on new
clothes. Maria returns from her shopping spree and is busy trying on a sexy new outfit when Charlie wanders in from
the garden to collect his pay. Charlie is not very pleased when she informs him that she can’t pay him. It’s not the first
time and Charlie suspects it won’t be the last, he decides that she will have to pay him in some other way. Maybe a
good hard spanking will ensure that next week he will get his wages on time. Maria appears to be outraged at the idea
but manages to overlook the impropriety of the situation (knickers down over his lap) in order to try and negotiate a
deal of spanking in lieu of wages. Charlie in the meantime is determined to get every bit of his ‘ounce of flesh’ and is
busy turning the flesh of her pert bottom a bright shade of crimson. Eventually Charlie relents and leaves Maria
standing in the corner bare bottomed with hands on head to contemplate the error of her ways. Maria views her sore
bottom in the mirror but has little time to reflect on the events of the day before her husband surprises her by arriving
home earlier than she had expected. She has not had time to hide away her new clothes, & the eagle eyed Sean spots
them the moment he enters. Having seen Charlie just depart he quickly puts 2 and 2 together and asks her how she
paid for all the clothes and did she in fact give Charlie the money her left her to give him. Maria tries to talk her way
out of it but Sean is having none of it and she is soon upturned over his knee. On taking her panties down he reveals
her recently spanked bright red bottom. Sean is furious to think that his wife let the gardener spank her, and Maria is
now in for more than just another spanking. Sean sets too with gusto spanking her already sore bottom and then gives
her a sound dose of the slipper before sending her fetch the dreaded cane for a well deserved caning on her very sore
well spanked bottom.
E49: AMELIA JANE RUTHERFORD VOL.4 'Her Fantasies' Length: 68 minutes
In part 1 of this DVD Amelia Jane is cross examined about her spanking fantasies. When she feigns embarrassment
and refuses to tell, she is spanked until she reveals all. Having bared her innermost private spanking daydreams, she is
aghast when told that she will have to act out these fantasies for the video cameras! Then we come to the main feature,
the concluding part of ‘Her New Position’, Amelia Jane’s epic movie about the cut throat world of corporate politics.
Having discovered her ‘dirty tricks’ secret, Wilf can’t resist taking full advantage of the situation. Armed with new
‘incriminating evidence’ he pays her a return visit to teach her a more painful lesson than the previous 500 spanks he
gave her. Despite her vehement protests her cute pink panties are taken down for another prolonged bare bottom
spanking and then he makes her bend over her desk for a good thrashing with a wicked two tounged lochgelly tawse.
She thinks that is the end of it but it appears that Wilf was in fact working ‘undercover’ as Amelia discovers to her

cost the next day when she is confronted by Alan, the man she tried to discredit to get his job. She is given the stark
choice of resigning or accepting corporal punishment. She gets spanked bent over the desk, lying across his lap,
standing upright and kneeling on her revolving typists chair with her bum stuck right out. Finally she gets over 2
dozen strokes of the cane, half of them with her bent over the desk and the other half bent right down touching her
toes.
E48: Amelia Jane Rutherford Vol. 3 - 'HER NEW POSITION'.

Length: 68 minutes

Amelia Jane shows just how versatile an actress she is with this latest volume. First we see the conclusion of her
audition. She shares her thoughts with us as she gets ready for the final improvisation, in which she has been asked to
act ‘the brat’. She plays this role almost too well & ‘brats’ her way into a caning, followed by a spanking and, for
failing to show true remorse, a second dose of the cane. All three punishments are with her white knickers taken down
to expose her glorious bare bottom. At this point she thought the audition was over, but she’s reminded that during her
interview she mentioned an embarrassing moment with her gym master that appeared to be something of an
unfulfilled fantasy. ‘Are you offering me therapy?’ she asks. Well, if a ‘Gym Lesson’ with appropriate punishments for
lack of effort is therapy, then the answer is ‘Yes’! Next the scene changes to the ‘ eats ’ world of big business for
Amelia Jane’s latest movie ‘Her New Position’. Following a company takeover, up and coming executive Amelia Jane
Rutherford has been appointed to the new position of ‘Total Equality Manager’. Detecting hostility from the ‘old’
management, Amelia Jane embarks on a ‘dirty tricks’ campaign to discredit them. She makes it appear that women
are undervalued and subjected to sexual harassment, including threats of spanking if they are too assertive. All is
going according to plan until computer technician, Wilf, discovers data that could expose her, and decides to take the
matter into his own hands and make the punishment fit the crime.
E47: The Girl Next Door

Length: 56 minutes

The girl next door (played by new girl Katja in her first spanking video) is keeping her neighbour, Mr. Jones, awake
with her loud music. He has spoken to her about this in the past but to no avail, and now he’s reached the end of his
tether. He decides that firm action is required and gives her an ultimatum – turn the music down or he will report her
to the environmental health officer and her landlord. She insists that she has to play her music in order to practice for
her job as a dancer. Incensed by her total lack of consideration for others, he takes her across his lap and spanks her.
Although she is outraged at this, she really does not want to be reported to the landlord. The next day the music is just
as loud as ever. His ultimatum and the spanking have changed nothing, so Mr. Jones pays her a return visit and this
time he gives her a far more severe spanking. It soon becomes apparent to him however, that it’s going to take more
than just a spanking to deter his noisy neighbor, so in subsequent visits he steps up the punishments to the slipper,
even more spanking, and finally the cane.
E46: DESIRE, DECEPTION & DISCIPLINE

Length: 47 minutes

‘Desire, Deception, & Discipline’ - F/F & M/F. While Angelina’s husband is in prison, her brother-in-law, Charley, is
keeping a close eye on her. While fixing a virus on her PC, Charley becomes aware of her surfing habits and is less
than pleased with what he finds. It appears Angelina has been visiting cyber-sex chat rooms. Charley warns her that
she had better not be meeting any men in person through the chat rooms, or else! When Angelina asks what he means
by ‘or else’ he shows her by hauling her over his lap and giving his sister-in-law’s shapely bottom a dozen good hard
spanks. This tactic however backfires. Instead of acting as a deterrent, Angelina becomes obsessed with the idea of
having her bottom spanked. Eager to satisfy her newly found desires, Angelina embarks on a quest to experience all
aspects of corporal punishment with the help of a beautiful dominatrix she finds through the internet. She explores
every aspect of corporal punishment with her newly found mistress but when Charley discovers her ‘deception’ she
learns that he can dish out the ‘discipline’ just as hard, and then some.
E45: Head or Tails (part 2 of 'Double or Quits')

Length: 60 minutes

Following on from ‘Double or Quits’ in which Karen was spanked by both Terry, her landlord, and her flat-mate
Penny for gambling away the rent money, Karen discovers some unpaid bills which she had already paid Penny her
share of. Now its Penny’s turn to face the music, and to add to both her pain and embarrassment, Karen produces a
cane which she found in Penny’s wardrobe. Penny tries to explain that she uses it as a prop when she dresses up in
uniform for ‘back to skool’ discos, but Karen teases her by telling Terry that Penny is ‘really kinky’, and insisting that
she put on her uniform to receive her punishment. Karen proceeds to ‘pay back’ Penny for every spank and every
implement she received. It seems that Karen just never learns when to stop gambling and in a last ditch effort to

salvage something from the situation, she persuades Penny to risk all on one final toss of the coin for the rent owing
against the pair of them getting caned.
E44 - Samantha Woodley - An Exemplary Student

E43 'My Way or the Highway'

Length: 51 minutes

Length: 48 minutes

'My Way or the Highway'. Tony has taken on a lodger, Gillian, a ballet student (played by Leia Ann Woods) in
exchange for her doing the housework To get out of doing the housework, Gillian practices some ‘revealing’ ballet
positions in full view of Tony. Unfortunately for her, when her friend phones to suggest she borrow Tony’s car so they
can go out to a club that evening, Tony overhears her on the phone bragging how she can wrap him round her little
finger just by flashing her cute derriere at him. Big mistake. Tony decides it’s time to take matters in hand and gives
her the spanking she’s been asking for as the price for letting her borrow his car. Matters go from bad to worse when
Gillian arrives home very late and obviously the worse for drink. She gets another spanking with the promise of more
to come in the morning when she has sobered up. To make matters worse still, the next morning Tony discovers that
she has put a dent in his car. Seething with fury he sets out to teach her a lesson she will never forget. Whilst spanking
her he makes her read relevant parts of ‘The Highway Code’. He then tests her on it, severely punishing any mistakes
with the slipper, a wicked table tennis bat and finally of course, the cane.
E42 Spanked Secretaries 3 - 'Sisters'

Length: 54 minutes

Spanked Secretaries No. 3 – ‘Sisters’. Debbie and her sister Lisa (played by real life sisters Suzi and Maria Martell)
both work for John Walker. On paydays, the longer serving sister, Debbie, has a special arrangement with John that
she earns a bonus providing that she accepts a spanking for any lapses in her work during the previous week. After her
latest payday spanking, John suggests to Debbie that she approach her sister to see if she would be interested in a
similar arrangement. Lisa is more than receptive so Debbie gives her a short spanking to show her what it’s like and
the next payday both girls earn a ‘spanking bonus’. During stock-taking the following week, Lisa discovers that they
have too many units of one item. The sisters check the sales on the computer and discover that a cash customer had
paid for 10 but only taken 6. The £200 overcharged is still in the till and the girls decide to help themselves.
Unfortunately for them, the customer, Mr. Marlowe, has since contacted Mr. Walker about the overcharge and now
the girls are really in trouble. Not only do they get punished by Mr. Walker, but the customer insists on seeing the
results of the punishment and they have to show him their bare bottoms. He is not satisfied and so they receive further
punishment from both the boss and the customer, both spanking and several sessions with the cane including a ‘jeans
down, jeans up’ sequence where each girl gets 6 of the best with alternating strokes on the seat of their jeans, which
they then have to take down for a stroke on their bare bottoms, then pull their jeans up again and so on.
E41 'TRIAL BY ORDEAL'

Length: 52 minutes

Written by and featuring Niki Flynn author of ‘Dances with Werewolves’ When American writer Rowan Morrison
(Niki Flynn) inherits a cottage in a sleepy English village, she thinks she has found the ideal quiet hideaway to write
her next novel. The village is a steeped in history and local folklore, from its 12th century church to the strange plants
growing in her country cottage garden, Rowan finds the place fascinating. This fascination is however short lived
when she receives a summons to attend the local manorial court to answer charges of breaking three centuries old
outlandish local bylaws. As an alternative to attending the court, she is offered the option of accepting ‘guidance’. In
her ignorance she assumes this to be some sort of ‘lecture’ on the local bylaws and so she replies that she will accept
this alternative. A few days later she is visited by the local greengrocer who has come to give her ‘guidance’ on the
first of the three offences. It seems that ‘guidance’ in this case involves a firm bare bottom spanking. This is followed
a day later by a visit from the church Sexton to give her ‘guidance’ on the second offence. This time it seems that
‘guidance’ requires a sound thrashing with the Sexton’s leather belt. Finally she is visited by the Lord of the Manor
himself, Lord Somerville, who not only gives her ‘guidance’ on the third offence, but also explains that one of her
ancestors was a witch and that she must therefore be tested for ‘witchcraft’. It transpires that both the ‘guidance’ and
the ‘testing’ involve severe corporal punishment and the only way that Rowan can prove her innocence is to accept
this ancient ‘Trial by Ordeal’.
E40 - Amelia Jane Rutherford Volume 2

Length: 60 minutes

In this second volume from new spanking sensation Amelia Jane Rutherford, we continue to follow her progress

through the audition process as the action becomes increasingly severe and the positions more revealing. Amelia Jane
appears to revel in the punishment, humiliation and exposure as she continues to share her reactions, feelings and
thoughts with us throughout each grueling stage of the audition and spanking screen tests. The ‘main event’ however
is the concluding part of her first full length feature film ‘Amelia Jane and the Tutor’ Episode 2 ‘English Girl –
English Cane’. This follows straight on from ‘Amelia Jane Rutherford Volume 1’, in which Amelia Jane played the
part of a University Student in need of the specialist tuition that only Professor Ernest Templeton (American Girl –
English Cane) can give. With her rare mixture of naive innocence and classical ‘English Rose’ looks and accent,
Amelia Jane is the perfect choice to be the first English girl experiencing the strict discipline meted out by Prof.
Templeton. In part 1 the Professor entrapped her in a situation requiring firm corporal punishment, and introduced
her to bare bottom spanking. Now in part 2 we see how the crafty professor uses her own words against her to initiate
further punishments of ever increasing severity until she is finally stripped of all her clothing and, stark naked, she
receives a severe dose of the cane. With her stunning looks, vivacious personality and naturally submissive demeanor,
(not to mention a bottom just made for spanking), we are sure you will left in no doubt that ‘Amelia Jane was born for
the cane’. Run time: 60 minutes
E39: Amelia Jane Rutherford – Volume 1

Length: 62 minutes

Amelia Jane Rutherford is quite simply the spanking sensation of the year, having burst onto the scene from nowhere
and immediately rocketed to the very top of the spanking league table.
This documentary style production follows her progress from her very first spanking audition right through to her first
full scale spanking video production for Strictly English. She shares her thoughts with us as she prepares for her
audition, and then her first spanking screen tests, after which we also see her candid reactions and afterthoughts. At
each stage we are given a unique insight into her innermost thoughts and feelings about spanking and being punished.
Also included are the audition highlights, the action packed screen tests, and for the main event, Episode one of her
first full scale spanking video production, in which Amelia Jane plays the part of a University Student in need of the
specialist tuition that only Professor Ernest Templeton (American Girl – English Cane) can give.
This is a full feature length production and in order to include all the additional material, we have split this feature
into 2 parts, ‘Amelia Jane and the Tutor Episode 1’ & ‘Episode 2 (which is sub titled ‘English Girl – English Cane’).
Amelia Jane is the quintessential ‘English Rose’ and as such the obvious choice to be the first English girl seen
experiencing the strict discipline meted out by Prof. Templeton. With her impeccable ascent, drop gorgeous looks and
a truly innocent vulnerable demeanor (not to mention a bottom just made for spanking,) Amelia Jane is everything we
could wish for and more in a naughty young lady in need of strict and humiliating bare bottom corporal punishment.
The Professor wastes no time and soon entraps her in a situation requiring firm corporal punishment. He places her
over his knee for the first of many bare bottom spankings, with a stern warning of worse yet to come from the slipper,
strap and cane, (all of which feature in Vol. 2 of this unique series.)
E38: Strictly the Cane

Length: 60 minutes

The cane always remains popular so we have taken six of the most interesting caning scenes from other Strictly
English DVDs to form this compendium. Scenes from the following Strictly English DVDs are included:
Fax and Figures (1996): This stars budding model and pop singer Amber Scott, showing all her curves to best effect.
Day of Reckoning at Birchington Manor (2004): Starring the ever popular Suzie Martell at the painful end of Lord
Birchington's whippy cane.
Dance of the Cane (2004): Becky Jordan teasing her boss with her dancing skills and the inevitable consequences.
The Heiress (1997):

Pay Day (1997):

E37: Wet and Spanked

American Girl, English Cane (2001): A Strictly English Production

Length: 56 minutes

There is something rather special about spanking a girl’s wet bottom. The way that the water makes her panties more
see-through, the satisfying sound of a wet slap and the fact it really stings on a wet bottom, all add a little extra

‘magic’ to enhance the experience and make for some of the most memorable spanking scenes ever filmed.
In this video production, we show six of the best wet bottoms ever spanked.
Wet Bottom No. 1: You can’t get any wetter than being spanked in a swimming pool. Tiffany Jones is caught in the
act of swimming naked in a private shimming pool, which the owner had expressly forbidden her to.
Wet Bottoms Nos. 2: & 3: When Becky Jordan and Elizabeth Simpson take a shower together you know that spanking
will be on the agenda somewhere. We had loads of great footage from this shoot, some of which we had to leave out of
the original release of ‘Bathtime and Bedtime at Birchington Manor’, so here FOR THE FIRST TIME WE SHOW
THE SCENE IN FULL WITHOUT ANY CUTS. Later we see both girls get the slipper on very wet bottoms while
kneeling in the bath AND THIS TIME FROM ALL 3 CAMERA ANGLES IN FULL.
Wet Bottom No 4: Lucy Bailey falls into a large round bath and then gets the most severe wet bottom spanking that we
have ever had the pleasure to film.
Wet Bottom No. 5: Suzi Martell wets her panties. She is made to rinse them out and then put them back on for a
spanking on her wet bottom, followed by the cane.
Wet Bottom No.6: In a brand new clip, Stephanie is undergoing a day of punishment and housework. In the bathroom
she gets a severe spanking with a wicked looking wooden bath brush. She is then made to put on a pair of soaking wet
panties for a second session with a leather paddle. A Strictly English Production

E36: Relative Temptations

Length: 44 minutes

Debbie has asked her widowed Brother-in-law, Paul, if she can come and stay at his house for a while to help her get
over a bad relationship. It seems that she looks upon Paul as a father figure, and we soon learn that she has always
fantasized about him spanking her (as he had often threatened to do when she was a troublesome youngster).
Once settled in at Paul’s house, Debbie begins to tease him. She wanders around the house, with almost nothing on,
and when he takes no notice of her she decides to provoke him until she gets a response. In the end he threatens to
spank her and her response is to say that maybe he should do just that. Although at first reluctant, he puts Debbie over
his knee and gives her mild (and rather erotic) spanking. This is not enough for Debbie and when Paul lets her up, she
continues to push him until she goes too far. She is put back over Paul’s knee, only this time the spanking is not erotic,
it's a proper punishment. She is spanked, given the slipper, the paddle, and finally she receives the caning of her life.
A Strictly English Production 2006 (Remastered)

E34: The Day of Reckoning at Birchington Manor

Length: 44 minutes

(PART 4 OF THE BIRCHINGTON MANOR SAGA)
Becky Jordan & Elizabeth Simpson play two young hikers who stay overnight at the Manor and are caught stealing.
To avoid facing the police they agree to be punished by the estate manager, Mr Edwards. They are made to work as
maids for the day and then, still in their maids uniforms, both girls have their white panties taken down for a sound
spanking on their bare bottoms. With their bottoms still smarting from the spankings, they have to endure the cane
before they are allowed to leave. Mr Edwards then turns his attention to Lord Birchington’s glamorous P.A, Lisa,
(played by ‘Living Doll’ Suzi Martell), who invited the girls to stay overnight in the first place against the advice of
Arthur the grounds man. Mr Edwards tells Lisa that for ignoring Arthur’s warnings, she will be punished by the
grounds man. Poor Lisa really gets it:; a very long hard spanking followed by a severe and prolonged caning in some
very embarrassing positions! A Strictly English Production 2006
E33: The House Part 1 - Victoria's Room

Length: 45 minutes

Victoria lives with three other girls and two guys in a shared house. As usual she has failed to attend the weekly house
meeting. Annabel (played by Lucy Bailey) suggests that they should leave Victoria a note saying that the meeting
decided they should all spank her for failing to attend the house meetings and never doing her share of the household
chores. Later that evening Victoria returns and finds the note. She is mortified at the thought of being spanked by the

whole house. She tells David that she will accept a spanking from him on the condition that they do it in the privacy of
her room and not in front of the whole house. Naturally David is only too willing to oblige her. After a long hard
spanking, he rubs some baby oil on her sore red bottom, clearly turning her on.
This classic video from Strictly English has been completely re-edited and digitally re-mastered for DVD release. A
Strictly English Production 2006
E32: Spanked Secretary No: 2

Length: 42 minutes

In Spanked Secretaries 1, Antonia contrived, with the help of her friend Janet, to get spanked and caned by her boss
Guy. Now it’s the turn of her friend and co-conspirator, Janet, to receive a visit from the boss.
He confronts her about her work and her attitude since the incident with Antonia. She pretends not to know what he is
talking about, and, although she admits to having heard rumours that he spanked Antonia, she says she doesn’t
believe them as she doubts he has it in him.
Guy tells her she can believe this as he places her over his knee and starts the first of many long hard spankings
designed to persuade her to tell him the truth. After a sound hand spanking Guy moves on to the slipper and paddle.
Still unrepentant, Janet is made to stand and bend over for more of the paddle and the tawse, and then adopt the
‘nappy’ position for further implements. Finally Janet confesses her part in Antonia’s plot, for which she then receives
a caning every bit as long and hard as Antonia’s. A Strictly English Production 2005

E31: Rude Awakening

Length: 40 minutes

Returning a day early from a business trip, John is furious to find his house in a mess with what appears to be the
remains of a party. He goes in search of his ‘live in’ housekeeper, Jane. Finding her asleep on top of his bed, wearing
just her panties, he wakes her up with some hefty slaps to her upturned bottom.
Jane is mortified that he has returned before she has had time to clear up so covering her tracks from the illicit party
the night before. She begs him not to sack her as she has nowhere else to live. He proceeds to spank her for the party,
but it seems that was not the only thing Jane got up to while he was away. Nearly every room contains new damning
evidence and as the day proceeds Jane is punished all around the house, even naked in the bath!
Finally, later that evening, Jane is made to change into her pyjamas for another bare bottom spanking and then the
cane before being sent to bed with a very sore striped bottom. A Strictly English Production 2005
E30: The German Au Pair Girl

Length: 71 minutes

Samantha discovers her Au Pair girl, Zena, has not only been spying on her and husband Richard playing CP games,
but also got turned on by it. She suggests that perhaps Zena would like to experience a spanking herself. She warns
Zena that Richard will be furious if he finds out, but nevertheless, Zena flashes her freshly spanked bottom to Richard
while doing the housework. To protect Samantha, Zena claims that she spanked herself to satisfy her curiosity, but
Richard is having none of it. He pulls her over his knee, raises her skirt, takes down her panties and spanks her bare
bottom until he gets the truth out of her.
Now both girls are in trouble with the master of the house. Richard wastes no time asserting his authority. His errant
wife knows what to expect, but for Zena the strict punishment regime that follows is a baptism of fire on her virgin
bottom. Both girls are progressively stripped and punished until they are naked and ready to receive the cane. A
Strictly English Production 2005
E29: A Strictly Private Investigation

Length: 52 minutes

Amanda Devlin gets a nasty surprise when insurance investigator Chris Sutton turns up on her doorstep. He confronts
her with evidence that repairs to her car, for which she has claimed £3,000, were not in fact done.
She begs him not to report her, and even offers him sex! He claims to be disgusted by her suggestion and tells her she
deserves a good spanking just for suggesting it. ‘A spanking would be OK,’ she replies, ’If it would get me off’

Sutton retorts that it will take a lot more punishment than just a spanking for him to let her off. In desperation,
Amanda agrees to report to his house the following day for whatever punishment he deems fit!
Amanda arrives late earning an immediate strapping on both hands, followed by the first of many spankings. In
between each punishment Amanda is set a household task. Hoovering is followed by the paddle. After cleaning the
bathroom, she gets the wooden bath-brush and so on through the rest of the day. Time after time she is spanked,
paddled, strapped and then made to work with her red bottom on display until finally her ‘Day of Punishment’
concludes with the inevitable dreaded cane! A Strictly English Production 2005
E28: An American Brat in London

Length: 41 minutes

When Professor Ernest Templeton (American Girl—English Cane) has to look after his American niece, Nicola, (Niki
Flynn) he decides it’s time someone taught her some manners and how to behave. He tries asking her politely to show
consideration but when this is blatantly ignored, he resorts to more traditional methods. Nicola is aghast when he tells
her he is going to spank her. She protests and struggles throughout.
Soon she is in trouble again, and this time her blue jeans come down for a spanking plus the slipper, the hairbrush and
wooden spoon. Ernest warns her that next time it will be the cane. Despite this warning, she leaves the bathroom in a
mess. When Ernest confronts her with the cane, she grabs it and breaks it in two. He is furious and, after another hard
spanking, he makes her strip for a long, hard session with one of his many spare canes.
If you enjoyed ‘American Girl English Cane,’ you will love Prof. Templeton punishing American Brat, Niki Flynn. A
Strictly English Production 2005

E27: Spanked Secretaries No: 1

Length: 52 minutes

Guy is concerned about the behaviour of his secretary, Antonia (played by Leia Ann Woods AKA Erica Delamare). He
thinks she needs bringing down a peg or two, so when she volunteers to work overtime at his home over the weekend,
Guy takes the opportunity to tackle her about it.
He tells her he is concerned about her relationship with other staff. She recently reduced a subordinate to tears in front
of the whole office and he tells her she should apologise. But Antonia is adamant that there is no way she is going to
apologise.
He tells her that he intends to change her mind over the weekend.
‘What are you going to do? Spank me?’ she asks sarcastically.
‘Sometimes I think that’s what some modern young ladies like yourself need.’ Guy retorts.
‘You men are all the same,’ Antonia replies, ‘My boyfriend, James, is always threatening to spank me. Hasn’t got the
balls to actually do it of course’
Unfortunately for Antonia, Guy is made of sterner stuff than James. He tells her to kneel up on an armchair and then
proceeds to deliver a severe volley of hard spanks to the seat of her skirt. He explains that she can bring this to an end
at any time by simply agreeing to apologise. The spanks continue to wring out like pistol shots. Antonia winces in
obvious pain, but appears she determined to endure the punishment rather than apologise. Guy makes her raise her
skirt and redoubles his efforts with yet harder spanks, but Antonia remains stubbornly defiant.
As the weekend progresses Guy continues to punish Antonia with increasing severity. He even makes her
accompany him on a shopping expedition to obtain suitably severe implements to escalate her punishments. Antonia is
subjected to the slipper, paddle, strap in a variety of positions, but still she refuses to apologise.
Finally and inevitably Guy canes her. Knowing he must break this proud stubborn beauty he canes her hard. When
Antonia remains defiant, Guy canes her harder still and with both of them appearing determined not to give in, the
caning is as long as it is hard. A Strictly English Production 2005
E26: Severe Spanking Special

Length: 61 minutes

Severe Spanking Special features a compilation of good old fashioned hard spankings from some of the best ‘Strictly
English’ productions. Six of the best beautiful young ladies each receive well deserved punishments until their

naughty bare bottoms turn a deep shade of crimson.
All of the scenes featured, have been digitally re-mastered from the original camera tapes for this release, enabling us
for the first time to see these spankings in their full glory on digital DVD. Additionally, most of these re-mastered
scenes have been taken uncut from the viewpoint of just one of the cameras, allowing virtually uninterrupted viewing
of each of the spankings without distraction.
* The spankings are arranged in ascending order of severity, starting with Amber Scott as an in house fashion model
receiving a sound spanking and paddling from her boss, Suzy. We then see Amber get her revenge on Suzy with the
help of the proprietor from whom Suzy has been stealing.
** The next scene features the lovely Diana, a lady with just about the longest legs you have ever seen, as a secretary
being spanked and paddled by her boss.
** The fourth scene is without doubt one of the finest spankings ever filmed. It shows Stephanie as a job interviewee
who has just pranged the interviewers car whilst driving without insurance.
*** The final scene features two beautiful girls, Tiffany Jones and her girlfriend Mel, in tennis outfits. They are
caught scrumping for for which they are both severely spanked long and hard by the gardener in his woodshed.
Note: these clips are from the following Strictly English titles:
*

‘Fax & Figures’

**

‘Payday’

*** ‘Little Red ’ (Part 3 of The Tiffany Jones Trilogy)

A Strictly English Production 2005

E24 & E25: Temperature Rising (Higher)

Length: 84 minutes

Price: £35

A Strictly English Production 2005
E25: Temperature Rising Higher

Length: 51 minutes

Featuring Lucy Bailey and ‘Tiffany’ (from the Tiffany Jones Trilogy) ‘Temperature Rising Higher’ continues the story
from ‘Temperature Rising’ in which Sister Bottomley was punished by Doctor Davis for taking the law into her own
hands and spanking pretty young Nurse Darling.
Sisters punishment continues and this time the Doctor enlists the assistance of young Nurse Darling to help him
punish Sister. They make Sister adopt a variety of different positions and proceed to receive the hairbrush, slipper,
paddle and strap. The punishment is both severe and prolonged. When Doctor Davis is satisfied he sends Sister on her
way so that he can have a private word with Nurse Darling.
He confronts the young nurse with the accusation that she is purposely making mistakes in order to provoke
punishments from Sister. He accuses her of endangering patient care because she enjoys punishment. When she fails
to deny this, he suggests a medical experiment to determine if she is indeed enjoying being spanked. He proceeds to
spank her and then asks Sister to return to ‘check if this nurse is enjoying herself’. Examination confirms the Doctors
diagnosis, and this being the case, both Doctor and Sister decide that further punishment of Nurse is in order.
The following punishment and the way that the Nurse responds is one of the most erotic scenes we have ever
produced. Finally, as a fitting climax to their punishments, both Sister and Nurse receive the cane. This new 2005
release has been completely re-edited and digitally re-mastered from the original camera tapes. A Strictly English
Production 2005
E24: Temperature Rising

Length: 33 minutes

Featuring Lucy Bailey and ‘Tiffany’ (from the Tiffany Jones Trilogy) Temperature Rising (and the follow up video
‘Temperature Rising Higher’) is probably the most erotic nurses CP video ever.
It opens with Nurse Darling preparing and presenting herself on a hospital examination table, to receive the attentions

of Sister Bottomley. Nurse Darling has been here before and she knows what is expected of her. She places two pillows
half way down the table and then drapes herself over them with her pert round bottom neatly raised to receive its due
punishment. She then slips down her tight white knickers and waits for Sister's arrival. Soon Sister enters and wastes
no time in giving Nurse Darling a sound hand spanking, followed by a severe dose of Sister's hard backed hairbrush.
Suddenly they hear the door opening and Sister hurriedly covers the Nurses well spanked bare bottom and conceals the
hairbrush in her pocket.
Doctor Davis enters and is quick to realise that something has been going on. Sister explains that Nurse Darling was
feeling unwell and that she was just giving her a physical check up. Doctor Davis is still suspicious and sends Sister
away saying that, as he is the doctor, he will do the examination. It is not long before he discovers Nurse Darlings’
unusual symptom – a very red bottom. He calls Sister back in and demands an explanation. The truth then comes out
that Sister had decided to give the nurse some unofficial discipline so that her transgression would not appear on the
record. The Doctor gives Sister the choice of being reported to Matron or receiving the same punishment as she has
just given the young nurse. Not surprisingly Sister elects to take the punishment. There is however a further twist to
this tale, but we wont spoil your enjoyment by giving away the rest of the plot, suffice to say that Sister gets more than
she bargained for.
This new 2005 release has been completely re-edited and digitally re-mastered from the original camera tapes. A
Strictly English Production 2005
E23: The Wrong End of the Stick

Length: 48 minutes

Sharon has been sent to Uncle Steve by her Mum to be spanked for playing truant. However, when Steve Taylor hears
that his niece has just been paddled on her bare bottom by a new teacher for no good reason, he is furious and phones
the Headmaster. The Head says he will speak to the teacher involved, Miss Davis, but Steve is not satisfied and decides
to go and confront the teacher himself. Sharon declines to come with him, saying she just wants to soak her sore bum
in the bath.
In the meantime, the Headmaster confronts Miss Davis and instructs her to phone Mr. Taylor to apologise. Then she
is to fetch the unauthorized paddle and await his return. She phones but the line is busy; Sharon is taking advantage of
her Uncle's absence to use his phone while she luxuriates in his bath and helps herself to his brandy. When Steve
arrives at the school, he barges straight into the Head's office only to find Miss Davis waiting with the offending
paddle. Realizing who she is, he threatens to give her a taste of her own medicine but she persuades him to hear her
out first. After hearing her version of events he realizes that Sharon has tried to make a fool of him. Miss Davis
advises a firm hand and even allows him to borrow the school cane.
Now Sharon is really going to get it - from her Uncle, her teacher and her Headmaster - between them they give this
naughty young Miss a series of spankings and canings that she'll never forget. But of course, Miss Davis also gets
some painful memories - a taste of her own medicine, from both the Headmaster and from Steve. ‘Wrong End of the
Stick’ (the directors cut) is a brand new edit for 2005, digitally enhanced for DVD and includes previously unreleased
footage. A Strictly English Production 2004
E22: Dance of the Cane

Length: 46 minutes

This movie is a showcase for the incredible gymnastic and dancing abilities of the very lovely, very sexy, and very
naughty Becky Jordan. Becky plays the part of Karen, a table dancer, who is suspected by the head of club security,
John, of turning tricks for customers on the side in breach of the strict club rules.
John has given Karen a lift home in order to have a quiet word with her in private. He confronts her about all the extra
money she appears to be earning. Her denial of his allegation is interrupted by a phone call that Karen appears
reluctant to answer. This further convinces John that she is lying, and in the end Karen has no choice but to confess
that she is ‘Moonlighting’ for a strip-a-gram agency. John is still not satisfied that she is telling him the truth, and so
Karen says she will prove it by showing him her strip-a-gram outfit and performing her act for him. Although still
disbelieving, John is intrigued by the idea of having Karen perform a private strip-a-gram for him.
John’s interest is further aroused when Karen returns from changing dressed in school uniform and carrying a wicked
looking crook handled cane. She cues her music and proceeds to perform her dance for him. We won’t even attempt to
describe the incredibly sexy gymnastic gyrations of Karen’s dance. Suffice to say that it has John’s eyes popping out of
his head. The dance culminates with Karen draping herself over Johns lap, where she stays awaiting his verdict. With

Karen draped so conveniently over his knees John tells her that a private punishment is called for if he is to overlook
her ‘moonlighting’ activities in breach of the club rules. Despite her protests, he proceeds to take full advantage of her
vulnerable position and lifting her skirt, starts to spank her.
With her bottom quickly turning a bright shade of red, Karen struggles to avoid the punishing spanks of his strong
right arm reigning down on her exposed bottom, while at the same time she attempts to stop his wandering left hand
exploring the rest of her anatomy. She eventually struggles right off his lap and attempts to escape to her room. John
swiftly recaptures her and using the fireman’s lift, he carries her back while still spanking her exposed bottom over his
shoulder. On the couch the spanking (and groping) resume apace, punctuated by a constant verbal sparing between the
pair.
John decides his hand has suffered enough and starts to spank her with a slipper, which he applies with a high degree
of severity. So much so that Karen again struggles away, but not until her bottom has become severely marked. This
time John drags her back by her plaited hair. He tells her he can spank her just as hard with his hand. The spanks
continue to rain down on her bright red bum until Karen can stand it no longer, but he tells her he will continue to
spank her until she agrees to take the cane. Eventually Karen is so desperate to bring the punishment to an end that
she agrees. The cane raises thick welt marks on Karen’s poor sore bare bottom. John gives her twelve hard strokes of
the cane to start with but she earns herself an additional six penalty strokes for swearing at him. Finally, John gets her
to display her well punished bottom by repeating her dance act for him. A Strictly English Production 2004.
E21: Uniform Punishments

Length: 35 minutes

1) Meche and Tony: In the first scene, a very pretty Japanese college girl, Meche, is caught by her tutor, half out of
her uniform, reading a spanking magazine. For this she gets the cane on her very beautiful bare bottom. From the lack
of any blemishes prior to the punishment and the livid marks left afterwards, one could imagine that this was her very
first caning.
2) Laura and The Chaplin: In the second scene, it appears that the spanking magazine that Meche was reading was
found in the locker of another girl, Laura. The College Chaplin confronts Laura with the magazine and proceeds to
punish her. He starts with an over the knee spanking, followed by the tawse and then the cane. After the punishment,
Laura is subjected to the further indignity of having the cane marks on her bare bottom examined by the lecherous
janitor.
3) Naughty Nurse: Next we meet a very beautiful, slim and sultry nurse. She is the matron at the same college, and it
seems that the spanking magazine came from her. In order to retrieve her magazine she first has to negotiate with the
lecherous janitor who was supposed to dispose of it. The price he demands is to give her a good long hard spanking.
During the spanking that follows, the lecherous janitor manages to get her out of most of her nurses uniform and
gropes her unashamedly throughout the punishment. far from objecting to this however, the sultry minx seems to be
turned on by the whole episode.
4) DVD Bonus – Un-picked Little Red: This is an alternate take from the video ‘Little Red ’ from ‘The Tiffany
Jones Trilogy’. In this scene the young research assistant is spanked naked by her boss for using his swimming pool
without permission. The production was shot over a period of several days, and for reasons of continuity, this scene
was shot again for the version that was eventually released on ‘Little Red ’. Here for the first time we present the
original un-released first take of this spanking scene. (We suspect the truth is that the ‘boss’ enjoyed it so much he
decided to do it all over again.) A Strictly English Production 2004
E20: Good Girl, Bad Girl

Length: 36 minutes

Melanie and Poppy have been caught fighting in school. They have been sent with notes to give the Headmaster. The
headmaster is very strict about fighting. Melanie is particularly apprehensive. She is usually a good girl and has not
been in trouble before. If Poppy had not picked a fight with her, she would not be in trouble now.
Poppy on the hand is a hard case. She’s one of those bad girls who goes out of her way to get herself and others into
trouble. She started the fight on purpose and is rather pleased with herself for getting Melanie into trouble. Even while
they are waiting to see the Headmaster she starts on Melanie again, and in the struggle that ensues she manages to
mix up the notes so that, unbeknownst to Melanie, she now has the note which says ‘I think this girl probably started
the fight’ Poppy is called in first. The Headmaster wastes no time placing her over his lap, lifting her skirt and
spanking her. Poppy keeps bringing her hand back to protect her bottom, the head warns her that if she does it again,
he will take her knickers down. Before too long she puts her hand back again and her knickers are duly lowered for
the remainder of her punishment. After a sound bare bottom spanking she is made to bend over the desk to receive 18
hard strokes with a leather strap. The Head then calls in Melanie and reads the note saying that she probably started

the fight and that she had been warned about this behaviour several time before. Melanie is mortified to hear this
injustice, but when she tries to explain that there must have been a mistake, the Headmaster tells her that she is only
making it worse for herself by telling lies.
Despite her continued protests he puts her firmly across his lap, raises her skirt and starts to spank her. Melanie
continues to protest her innocence and the Head warns her that if she persists in telling lies he will take her knickers
down. Melanie continues to protest and so her knickers soon come down and Melanie suffers the additional indignity
and embarrassment of being spanked on her fully exposed bare bottom for a crime she did not commit. Melanie’s
spanking is longer and more severe. Only when her bottom is a bright red is she told to stand and bend over the desk
to receive the paddle.
Outside the door, Poppy is enjoying every moment of hearing Melanie being punished, and when Melanie comes out,
Poppy taunts her about her having had the more severe punishment. This so infuriates Melanie that she flies at Poppy,
pulling her hair. The ensuing fight alerts the attention of the Headmaster who then marches both girls back into the
punishment room for more severe discipline with both the strap and finally the ultimate deterrent, the cane. A Strictly
English Production 2004
E19: Arabian Nights: Initiation
Rarely does a film come along that is powerfully erotic and artistically beautiful at the same time. These elements are
stunningly combined in this, the first production from the Sacha Lievely/ Rosaleen Young collaboration. These two
beautiful young girls explore their inner-most fantasies in the dark exotic world of the Harem. This is a truly unique
and ground-breaking film!
The film is conceptualised and written by women for women (though, off course, men will enjoy the scenes just as
much). Featuring stunning cinematography by Strictly English, these fantasies come alive and the viewer cannot help
being drawn into their world. The passion of their real-life Dominant/submissive relationship creates an electrifying
chemistry between their on-screen characters. Velvet-voiced exotic beauty Sacha is perfect as the Harem’s solemn
matriarch who takes the wilful princess through her training. Young, graceful Rosaleen gives an almost silent
performance but one full of smouldering sensuality and passion as she suffers humiliation and punishment at the
hands of her tutor.
The story opens with the princess returned to the Harem by her parents after escaping its confines. She endures the
shame of an intimate inspection before being informed that she will be punished. She must undergo full initiation to
become ‘Nebanu’, the chosen one, princess of the harem. The proud will of the princess is slowly broken as she is
given a long over-the-knee spanking. She is then forced to bathe the matriarch’s hands and feet before the punishment
moves on to more severe measures. As the chastisement progresses, so does the intimacy of the relationship. The
princess grows increasingly mesmerised by the mystery and beauty of her tormentor, who, sensing this fascination and
hidden desire, cruelly plays with her pupil’s emotions. The princess is torn between defiance, pain and sexual arousal.
We witness the metamorphosis from an innocent girl to a passionate young woman. After being spanked, whipped,
hot-waxed, switched and caned, the princess is put through a final exhausting test of obedience as she is whipped to a
frenzied passion whilst dancing for the matriarch’s pleasure – a breath-taking scene!
In Arabian Nights: Initation, these two young ladies have produced what will quickly become a classic work of erotica.
Sacha Lievely embodies the enigmatic matriarch flawlessly, giving free reign to her natural sadistic tendencies. This
is, without a doubt, Rosaleen Young’s most erotic performance yet. She adds a new dimension to her stunning beauty,
youth, innocence and vulnerability by showing us an intense sensuality. Unmissable! A Strictly English Production
2004
E18: The First Time

Length: 103 minutes

When we found out that the very beautiful Carly wanted to audition to be in a ‘Strictly English’ video but had never
ever been spanked, we could not resist the chance to film a beautiful girl actually getting her first ever spanking. This
is a 100% genuine first time spanking - just as it actually happened. After being shown some short clips from previous
productions, Carly changed into school uniform and placed herself across Adam’s lap. Her white school knickers had
just come down when (just to make things more interesting) the proceedings were interrupted by the arrival of Debbie
- two hours late - as usual. It was suggested that Debbie temporarily take Carlys' place for being so late. After a brisk
bare bottom spanking, Adam decided to save his hand for later, and told Debbie to spank herself. Not satisfied with
her efforts he then gave her a wicked looking bath brush to use on herself. Debbie did her best but Adam was still not

satisfied and took over the proceedings. Then it was Carly's turn to find out finally just what it feels like to be spanked.
Adam started very gently and built the severity and pace bit by bit until Carly’s bottom turned from white to pink to a
deep crimson. During the chat that followed Debbie recounted her own first (true) experience. At school she was
frequently sent to the headmaster to be caned on her hands until she was sent to him once too often and he told her
that the only way he was going to get through to her was to cane her on her bottom. He gave her twelve of the best
whilst being held in position by the Headmistress. Adam liked this story so much that he persuaded Debbie to act out a
re-inaction of it (with Carly as the headmistress). After this scene, Debbie got slightly more than she bargained for
when Adam showed her what he would have done if he had been her headmaster!
DVD BONUS FOOTAGE - THREE CLIPS FROM THE UNCUT RUSHES For this first release of ‘First Time’ on
DVD we have added three bonus clips. These additional clips are from the uncut rushes and taken digitally directly
from the original camera tapes for the highest possible resolution Clip 1 features Carly’s first ever spanking of her
entire life from beginning to end uncut (17 mins). Clip 2 features Debbie’s caning uncut (10 mins). Clip 3 features an
additional scene which was omitted from the original release. (7 mins) A Strictly English Production 2004
E17: Bare Bottom Punishment

Length: 61 minutes

Alisa has been sent to the headmaster's study for punishment. She knocks but there is no answer. Along comes Debbie
who has also been sent to the head. Whilst they are waiting, a good looking young man arrives, and asks for the
Principal. The girls tell him that the headmaster isn’t in, so he asks for directions to the gym. Both girls fancy him,
but as they are discussing the newcomer, along comes the head who, having read the notes that both girls are holding,
sends them to Miss Cook, the gym mistress, for the slipper. Debbie knows a way to get out of their punishment and
persuades Alisa to go along with her plan, even though it involves them having to spank their own (and each others)
bottoms until they are red enough to fool the headmaster.
Despite this, the head discovers their subterfuge and administers the punishment himself. Both girls are spanked,
given the slipper on the seat of their white knickers, and then Debbie, as the ringleader, gets the cane. He warns them
that if they get into trouble again this term, any punishment will be on their bare bottoms! As an extra punishment he
also puts them both on detention. When they turn up for the detention, (held in the Gym), the girls are pleased to see
that it is to be conducted by the new gym teacher, the handsome young man they met earlier. He puts them through
their paces with some gym exercises, but they cannot resist flirting and playing him up to the point where he sends
them to the headmaster. They return to the gym master with notes from the head instructing him to administer 'bare
bottom punishment', a task he undertakes with some enthusiasm and great vigour! Please note: This new 2004 release
is 'The Director's Cut' of 'Flirting with Danger' completely re-cut, remastered for DVD, and renamed 'Bare Bottom
Punishment', which was the original working title of the production. A Strictly English Production 2004
E16: Rosaleen's Diary

Length: 68 minutes

This is the first video featuring the fantasies of Rosaleen Young (the girl with the world's most spankable bottom). She
stars as an innocent girl sent to spend the school holidays with her Aunt Elizabeth. Little does she suspect that her
aunt, a dedicated corporal punishment enthusiast, has plans to 'educate' her young ward. With the help of her aunt's
colleague, the sombre disciplinarian Earl Grey, Rosaleen is shown the pain and the pleasure of a red bottom. This
unique and highly imaginative film contains spanking (wet panties and bare bottomed), the hairbrush, the birch and
the cane as her aunt submits her to firm discipline. Rosaleen's Diaries: The Awakening of Innocence is pure delight
for all who share Rosaleen's love of corporal punishment. A Strictly English Production 2004
E15: Asking for It

Length: 50 minutes

Jenny (played by 'Living Doll' Suzi Martell) comes back to see her old headmaster to help sort out her marital
problems. It seems that she needs some good old fashioned discipline to keep her on the straight and narrow and her
hubby is not up to the job. While her husband is in full agreement it seems that this visit was actually Jenny's idea,
which makes the head somewhat suspicious of her motives. Is she there to save her marriage or is she after some sort
of kinky sexual thrill? While the head quizzes her about her reasons, Jenny's mind wanders back to her days as a
naughty eighteen year old six former. The cane was usually only administered on the hand, but in exceptional
circumstances, the head would enlist the help of the headmistress to cane Jenny on her bottom. Jenny had always
wondered what it would have been like to have been spanked and caned on her bare bottom.
Returning from her reverie, Jenny persuades the head of the sincerity of her motives, that in order to save her marriage
she wants to submit to corporal punishment. The head explains that as she is now a grown woman, the punishment
will need to be far more severe than she received as a sixth former. Jenny looks nervous but she is determined to go

through with it and so her punishment 'therapy' begins. A prolonged hard spanking is followed by the strap, the
slipper, the eighteen inch ruler and the cane. Despite the severity of the punishment, Jenny just seems to be getting
turned on by it. The head is not pleased and decides that the only remedy is to give her an additional but more severe
caning. On hearing this from either her excitement or her fear, Jenny wets herself. The head is not amused and after
making her wash out her wet knickers he decides that to ensure there are no other nasty surprises in store, he should
administer an enema before recommencing Jenny's punishment.
Jenny is mortified to be humiliated in this way, but she submits to the enema and then her punishment recommences
in earnest. The head has no desire to punish her to excess but it takes more than 50 hard strokes of the cane before he
is satisfied that he is seeing true tears of remorse. Whatever Jenny's motives, she certainly gets more than she
bargained for. The head may think that he triumphed in this battle of wills but despite Jenny's tears and a very sore
bottom, when she is left alone to compose herself, she still manages an orgasm in the end!!!
Suzi Martell fans might like to note that the 'flashback' scenes of Jenny thinking back to her old schooldays are taken
from previously unreleased footage in which Suzi talked about, and re-enacted, her own real life early experiences of
CP. A Strictly English Production 2003
E14: Bedtime and Bathtime at Birchington Manor Length: 54 minutes
This production continues where 'Unexpected Guests at Birchington Manor' left off . Having caught the two girl hikers
spying yet again, Arthur decides its time they learned about serious discipline, in this case, a good hard dose of the
slipper for both of them in the bath on their wet bottoms. In the meantime, Lisa and Kate are in the bedroom finishing
off their game of 'I can hit you harder than you can hit me', unaware that they have been spied upon, and that all the
noise has disturbed Mr Edwards from his siesta. This does not please Mr Edwards and so he decides to give them
something to shout about, a good hard spanking each over his knee. Arthur in the meantime is applying some cream
to the girl hikers very sore bottoms when Lisa walks in on them. To explain his actions Arthur drops the girls right in
it and tells Lisa that he caught them spying on her and Kate. Lisa is furious and marches the still naked girls to her
room to teach them some real discipline. She spanks both girls and then lines them up for a taste of the four rod birch
(four very flexible canes tied together like a birch). She then sends them to bed without any supper but warns them she
will be back later top give them a bedtime caning. 'Bathtime and Bedtime at Birchington Manor' features four lovely
girls getting spanked, slippered, birched and caned - the best Birchington yet. The bathroom scene alone, where the
girls get the slipper on their wet bottoms while kneeling side by side in the bath, is in our opinion an absolute 'must
see' and the rest of the action is of the same high standard and severity. Episode three in the 'Birchington' Saga. A
Strictly English Production 2003
E13: Smacks of Blackmail Length: 60 minutes
Diana and Laura are the top sales performers at a financial services company. To achieve this they have been cutting
corners and riding rough shod over the strict regulations that govern the financial services industry, but the less
experienced Laura has overstepped the mark once too often, landing both girls in serious trouble. Diana is furious that
Laura's ineptness has put both their jobs at risk, and takes it upon herself to spank Laura with a hairbrush, but It takes
a lot more than just a spanking to save their jobs when their boss James finds out what's been going on. The girls are
sent to obtain some suitable implements for their punishment, and told to report back after work. Of course being a
Strictly English production things are not always what they seem and there are some interesting surprises along the
way, so rather than tell the whole story and spoil the plot for you, let us just give you a flavour of the action involved.
Lots of OTK hand spanking of course for both girls, followed by a variety of implements and finally of course the
cane. The cane is given in two sessions and by the second session you can really see that it is getting through to the
girls, Diana in particular. As it was deemed to be Laura's fault in the first place, Diana also gives her some 'payback'
with the cane. We hope you enjoy the plot and the action as much as we all enjoyed making this video. Fans of 'Living
Doll' Suzi Martell might be interested to know that the lovely lady who plays Diana in this production is none other
than Suzi's sister. This is her very first video on the receiving end, and in fact it was just about her very first adult
experience of CP, as you will see from the way in which she marks up in this video. There must be something in the
genes 'cos she took to it like a duck to water and we hope to feature both sisters together in a future production. Watch
this space. 2002
E12: Unexpected Guests at Birchington Manor

Length: 60 minutes

Episode Two in the Birchington Saga: Featuring a cast of eight, including six beautiful girls, this production continues
where ‘Birchington Manor’ left off . It starts with the new female staff member ‘Billy Jo’ being ‘introduced’ to staff
discipline at Birchington. Then Kate decides to take revenge on poor Sophie out in the stable yard. Unbeknownst to

them, they are being spied upon by two pretty hikers who are looking for a place to stay for the night. Unbeknownst to
the hikers, they are being spied upon by the ever watchful Arthur who intercepts these ‘unexpected guests’. When they
explain that they did not mean to trespass or spy but simply want a place to stay for the night, Arthur confers with Mr.
Edwards and they agree the two girls can stay if they are prepared to work for their board and lodging, and accept the
usual staff discipline. They foolishly agree. In the meantime Lisa wants to get her revenge on Kate, at least we think
its revenge she wants!! But you will have to see for yourself in Unexpected Guests at Birchington Manor.
E11: Royal Flush

Length: 65 minutes

Karen and Michelle are sisters living with their Uncle Tony. Every Friday night, Tony has a poker game with his pals
Jim and Rob. Michelle also plays if she is not going out but her younger sister Karen is out clubbing and, as usual, is
late getting home. Tony is very cross because this is the first time she has been allowed out since being grounded for a
week for coming home late. He tells her that seen as grounding does not seem to have worked she is going to get a
spanking. She protests that she is too old to be spanked. He tells her that as long as she lives under his roof she is not
too old to be spanked and when she continues to protest he makes it worse for her by putting her over his knee and
spanking her in front of everybody. He warns her that if she does it again, her panties will come down, and if she
persists in disobeying him she will get 'the stick'. During all this, Michelle notices that Jim and Rob have obviously
enjoyed watching Karen get her bottom smacked, and this gives her an idea. Later she goes to Karen's room to console
her. Karen is very embarrassed that she got spanked in format of Jim and Rob. She is also upset that next Friday all
her friends are going to a new club and going home early will make her look really stupid. Michelle tells her that she
has an idea how to solve Karen's problem and make some money for them both......... At the poker game the following
Friday, Jim and Rob are hopeful that Karen will be late again and they will get to see her punished on her bare bottom.
Karen finally arrives home at 3.00 am. Tony is furious and drags her straight across his knee. Ignoring her protests he
reminds her of his threat last Friday and tells her how angry he is that she could so blatantly disobey him. He proceeds
to take down her panties and spank her hard in full view of Jim, Rob and Michelle. Tony does not stop spanking her
until her bottom has turned a bright shade of crimson. He her that he has not finished with her yet. and makes her
stand with her hands on her head while they finish the hand of poker they were about to play. With Karen's red bottom
on display, Tony returns to the poker game, only to get wiped out, along with Rob and Jim, when Michelle gets a fluke
winning hand. This does not bode well for Karen, however, as having just lost all his chips Tony's mood has not
improved. He leaves the room and returns with a cane. Karen starts to protest, but Tony with hear none of it. He bends
her over and starts to cane her. After 5 hard strokes of the cane Karen can bear it no longer. In a state of panic she
attempts to divert her Uncles anger towards her sister. Although this point is only seventeen minutes into the video,
we will say no more about the plot from this point so as not to spoil your enjoyment. Suffice to say that in what
follows, both sisters are severely punished, and not just by their Uncle. Good old Uncle Tony enlists the help of his
good friends, Rob and Jim, to help teach his nieces a lesson they will never forget. Before the night is though both
girls are spanked and caned at length by all three men in a final punishment scene lasting 46 minutes, during which
either Karen or Michelle, (and at times both together), are continuously punished.
E10: Plaything

Length: 64 minutes

Deborah has borrowed her bosses flat for the afternoon on the pretext of having a quiet place to get some work done,
but in fact she has arranged to meet her pretty ‘plaything’, Louise. When Louise arrives late Deborah tells her that
instead of an afternoon of ‘play’, she is going to have an afternoon of punishment! After making her change into a
short skirt and white knee socks, Deborah spanks, straps, paddles, tawses and finally canes the unfortunate Louise, but
before she can complete the caning to her satisfaction they are unexpectedly interrupted by the return of Deborah’s
boss, Geoffrey. Geoffrey and Deborah have a relationship outside of the workplace and so he is doubly furious to
discover she has deceived him. He proceeds to spank, strap, paddle, tawse and cane her to ensure she gets everything
she gave Louise. While enjoying seeing Deborah get her comeuppance, Louise makes the mistake of giggling while
Deborah is being caned. She is made to take Deborah’s place and shown what a real caning feels like. After Deborah
has had the rest of her caning, Geoffrey allows her to finish the caning she was giving Louise when they were
‘interrupted’. Deborah’s pleasure is however short lived when Geoffrey tells her she did it too hard and decides to cane
her some more so as to ‘even things up’. This production runs for over an hour of real CP action all the way.
E09: The Taming of the Tease

Length: 53 minutes

Imagine you meet a cute, sexy, young, Jamie Lee Curtis look-alike. She comes on to you quite strongly and arranges
an afternoon rendevous at your house the next day. You would think you were on a promise now wouldn't you? That is
exactly what Steve thinks when Kate arrives at his place wearing a sexy short skirt. She is hardly through the front
door when she falls straight into his arms and kisses him in a way that leaves no room for doubt. They head straight
upstairs to the bedroom where Kate continues to arouse Steve with her passionate kissing, but then, at the crucial

moment, she calls a halt, saying that things are moving too fast. I guess most of us have been there, led on by a
temptress, a tease, a girl who uses her sexuality to play little games at your expense for her own amusement? Steve is
an OK guy and although he is frustrated, 'No' means 'No' in his book. However, if Kate wants to play games, then he
has few of his own. Having pulled away when Kate called a halt, he now takes the initiative by asking her if she trusts
him. When she replies that of course she does, Steve puts her trust to the test. What follows is a highly erotic
punishment and seduction. Steve vents his frustration on Kate’s bottom with increasing severity as he spanks, crops,
paddles and canes her to a crescendo of arousal. Caned and tamed, Kate asks Steve to spank her really hard. Her well
wealed bottom is spanked until she can take no more and can no longer hold back from her desires. The intense sexual
chemistry between “Kate” and “Steve” makes this one of the most erotic and compelling CP videos you will ever see.
E08: You Won't Feel a Thing

Length: 60 minutes

A trip to the dentist is bad enough, but when patient care is adversely affected by the inefficiency, ineptitude and
laziness of two pretty dental nurses, its time to take matters in hand with some good old fashioned discipline. 'You
won't feel a thing' our dentist tells his nervous patient as he puts him under for treatment, 'but those two lazy good for
nothing nurses will when I get my hands on them', he thinks to himself. Later he confronts the nurses who,
shamefaced, agree to accept his punishment for their laziness and ineptitude. The two errant nurses are soundly
spanked by hand and a variety of implements, and then left with their red bottoms on display to ‘think about it’ before
their punishment continues. The dentist returns with a whippy cane and 2 skimpy tabards for them to wear as
‘punishment outfits’. When they refuse to strip and change in front of him he ‘persuades’ them with some more
spanking. After changing into the embarrassing outfits, the girls are made to adopt a variety of positions for several
well-earned doses of the cane. There are further twists in the plot but we don’t want to spoil your enjoyment by giving
it all away.
E07: Hot and Sultry
Flatmates Danielle and Debbie have are supposed to be playing tennis but when Danielle finds out that Debbie has
forgotten to wash their outfits, she decides to play a different game. She places Debbie over her lap to demonstrate the
effectiveness of her forehand with a wooden brush on Debbie's highly spankable bottom. After the first 'set' she notices
that Debbie is wearing a pair of her panties. She decides that nicking her knickers calls for more serious punishment.
She applies variety of implements, in various 'interesting' positions, and not just on her bottom, finishing with over
two dozen strokes of the cane. Despite the severity of the punishment, instead of teaching Debbie a lesson, the whole
thing has turned her on. She starts to kiss and caress Danielle's pert bottom, and then notices that Danielle is wearing
a pair of her panties. Debbie decides that it is her turn to 'serve'. Danielle is not so sure and Debbie has to wrestle her
into a suitable spanking position. She pins her down on the bed, yanks down the borrowed panties and ignoring
Danielle's struggles, proceeds to paddle her cute cheeks. Dishing it out is a new experience for Debbie and she really
starts to enjoy it. She decides that she wants to try using the cane. Danielle however is sceptical of Debbie's ability to
wield a cane. She tells her "if you think you can do it, go ahead, cane me." Danielle teases Debbie, crying out in mock
pain at Debbie's first few tentative strokes, but as Debbie gets into her stride the strokes start to make their marks - in
fact some of the best marks we have seen - until Debbie has repaid her own caning in full. (All girl)
E06: Washday Blues

Length: 42 minutes

Paul Davis is late for an important interview and unable to find the clean shirt that he prepared the night before. When
he wakes his sleeping wife, Jenny, to ask her where it is, low and behold, she is wearing his shirt as a night-gown,
saying she felt cold during the night. ‘Well this should warm you up then!’ he tells her as he hauls her out of bed for
an ‘early morning spanking’. In between smacks he tells her that if she has not done all the washing by the time he
gets home, she will get a lot more punishment. Several hours later she eventually gets up to do the laundry, but the
washing machine breaks down! She charms the repair man into coming over straight away, but he is not charmed
when, after replacing the motor, she tells him she has no money and suggests that maybe she could pay him ‘another
way’. He is furious and tells her, ‘If you cant pay me then there’s only one thing I want, and that’s to take it out on
your arse!’ After a very sound spanking, he then takes his belt to her bent over the kitchen table, finally making her
kneel right up on the table, bottom stuck well out, for the last twelve of the best. When Paul arrives home, he finds her
in bed nursing a sore bum and no washing done. He is less than impressed by her explanation and produces a bag of
implements he has just bought, to 'teach her a proper lesson'. Straps, paddles, etc. are all put to good use despite her
struggles. Eventually she shows some remorse, but far from letting her off, he produces a fearsome 'cat' to put her
sincerity to the test. (New edit digitally re-mastered.)
E05: Living Doll

Length: 46 minutes

Lying in bed, Sharon has been watching a spanking video while playing with herself and her spanking ‘dolls’. When
she falls asleep she dreams she is a ‘living doll’ being punished by the male star of the video she has been getting off
on. From the hard ‘cold’ caning that starts her punishment to the prolonged naked caning at the end, this non-stop
action video oozes with a highly charged sexual atmosphere as Sharon is spanked, paddled, cropped and caned in
almost every position you can think off (and some very naughty sexy positions that we have never seen before).
Although the punishment is strict and prolonged, Sharon is so highly aroused by it that she endures everything Wayne
can dish out, despite the severity, with the minimum of complaint in this unique and highly erotic portrayal of a very
naughty girl’s very naughty sexual fantasy. With a rarely seen mixture of both the severe and the sensual, we believe
this video breaks new ground in the portrayal of erotic CP.
E04: In the Red Again

Length: 57 minutes

Despite a previous warning and a spanking from her husband Paul, Samantha has been using his credit card again to
buy stuff for both herself and her friend, Tara from the TV shopping channel. When his card is refused for being over
the credit limit, Paul is furious and tells Samantha she is about to get a severe punishment. Tara intercedes on
Samantha’s behalf, explaining that it’s not all Samantha’s fault and offering to take half of Samantha’s punishment.
Paul agrees, but there are no half measures about the punishment he gives to both the girls. With the help of a firm
hand, some handy kitchen implements and finally the cane, Paul makes a very deep seated impression on both his
errant wife and her flirtatious friend. Additionally, Tara’s attempts to flirt with Paul during the punishment do not go
un-noticed (or un-punished) by Samantha.
E03: Double or Quits
Karen has a problem with gambling, and guess what, she’s gambled away the rent money again and is now three
months in arrears. Her landlord, Mr. Greenwood, tells her she needs her bottom smacking, and this gives her an idea.
She offers him a bet. ‘Heads’ he can spank her, ‘tails’ she gets time to pay off the rent. She looses the bet but when the
spanking proves to be more than she bargained for so she offers ‘double or quits’ - ‘heads’ take her knickers down, or
‘tails’ stop spanking her. She looses again, down come her knickers and Mr. Greenwood resumes spanking with
renewed vigour. Karen continues to ‘double or quits’ to stop the spanking but keeps on losing which increases the
severity of the punishment. To add to her embarrassment her flatmate, Penny arrives home. She agrees with Mr.
Greenwood that Karen deserves it, tells him to do it harder, and then fetches him a wicked wooden spoon and other
kitchen implements to use. But Penny soon has cause to regret fetching these implements when the tables are turned
and she ends up on the receiving end of the same punishment, and this time it is Karen who encourages Mr.
Greenwood to do it harder. Karen’s respite is however short-lived and, with Mr. Greenwood’s help, Penny pays back
the struggling Karen everything that she got. In a last ditch effort to save her sore bottom, Karen makes the ultimate
‘double or quits’ bet - the cane! There are a few more surprises in store, including finding out why Penny keeps a cane
and a school uniform hidden in her wardrobe!!!
E02: Birchington Manor Length: 60 minutes
Episode 1 of the 'Birchington Saga' Lord Birchington is away travelling and it seems that some of the staff at
Birchington Manor are taking advantage of his absence. Fortunately Arthur, the groundsman, is very observant and
keeps Mr. Edwards, the estate manager well informed of the female staff’s bad behaviour. As a result, Sophie the
stable girl and Kate the maid come in for plenty of spankings from both Mr. Edwards and Arthur. The poor girls even
get punished by Lord Birchington’s secretary, Lisa. Unfortunately for Lisa, Mr. Edwards take a dim view of anyone
usurping his authority, so after he has given all three girls a good spanking and the cane, Lisa is made an example of
and gets an additional 12 hard strokes of the famous fearsome Birchington Birch. If you have never seen what a severe
birching can do to a soft bare bottom, you will not want to miss this.
E01: American Girl, English Cane

Length: 58 minutes

Gail, a young American undergraduate studying in England, is having a relationship with her senior tutor, Professor
Ernest Templeton. Being her senior by many years, he has become a father figure to her. Like many young ladies from
that country, Gail has something of an attitude problem, and an inflated view of herself. Fortunately Ernest is a strict
disciplinarian as Gail has found out to her cost. So far these punishments have only consisted of spankings and ‘the
little girls paddle’, as Ernest likes to call it. It seems however, that these punishments have failed to have the desired
effect and as this video opens we see Gail awaiting the arrival of Ernest with some trepidation. She knows that this
time she is really ‘for it’. Her punishment session starts, (1 minute and 42 seconds into the video), as usual with a
prolonged spanking, followed by the hairbrush. Not satisfied with this, Ernest leaves her to ponder on her sins while

he goes to fetch some more severe implements. A further hard spanking is followed by the leather paddle and the
traditional Scottish tawse. During the application of the tawse, one of the strokes makes her leap up and exclaim,
‘That got my pussy’ , and when Ernest tells her to bend back over she responds in a very unladylike manner. ‘That
was on my c**t’. Ernest does not approve of such language and resolves to give Gail the opportunity to compare the
American wooden spanking paddle (which she got back home), with an implement she has never felt before - the
traditional English cane. After he applies the American paddle with gusto, Gail pleads with him not to cane her, but
he will have none of it. She is made to fetch the cane, (which in this case is a ‘dragon’ for those of you who appreciate
the finer points), and then made to touch her toes for 25 hard strokes. The verdict? The English cane wins hands down
(and bottoms up of course).

